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ABSTRACT

The direct observation of behavior in natural settings offers the researcher a unique 

and promising data collection procedure. The reliability of the observing and data 

reduction process needs to be evaluated before the limits of an observational data 

analysis system can be estimated. This is a multidimensional problem, but most obser

vational research has been evaluated with unidimensional measures of reliability. 

The objectives of this study were: (a) to develop an ongoing multidimensional set 

of assessment techniques that helped alleviate important methodological problems and made 

the measurement of interobserver agreement possible, and (b) to evaluate the quality 

of the data collected in a large-scale observational study. The research was conducted 

within the context of a longitudinal study of patient behavior in a rehabilitation hos

pital. Trained observers dictated continuous, time-cued narrative descriptions of 

patient behavior into hand-carried tape recorders. The descriptive records were then 

transcribed and coded. During one 13-week data collection period (Phase 1), one 

one-and-one-half-hour observational segment was selected each week. During that 

segment, two observers observed the target patient simultaneously. The protocols 

generated from these pairings were then independently coded by a team of coders 

and used to assess intercoder agreement (i.e., different coders, one observer) and 

intersystem agreement (e.g., different coders, different observers). In Phase 2, the 

stability of the system was assessed. High levels of intercoder and intersystem agree

ment were found, and the intercoder agreement was consistently above the intersystem 

agreement. The stability phase of the study indicated some system drift over time, 

but the change was not greater than intersystem differences computed on the same
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data. The results suggest that high reliabilities can be achieved with narrative 

observation procedures, but that perceptual limits in the observational process in

fluence agreement. These findings suggest some limits on the kinds of settings in 

which this observational methodology can be used.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The increased use of naturalistic approaches in psychology (Brandt, 1972; Hutt 

& Hutt, 1970; Willems & Raush, 1969) necessitates a careful consideration of method

ological questions. The present study has such a methodological emphasis; it deals 

with the quality of a procedure for collecting and analyzing ecologically oriented 

data. Ecological studies often rely heavily on naturalistic observation and subsequent 

data reduction. The present study offers one approach to the solution of the reliability 

problem in data systems of this type. The research was conducted within the context 

of a major ecological study (also referred to as the Longitudinal Project) at the Texas 

Institute for Rehabilitation and Research (TIRR), a comprehensive rehabilitation hospital 

in Houston, Texas. Because of this research orientation, this chapter will review 

briefly certain ecological approaches in psychology. It will also outline the basic 

methodological issues related to reliability assessment in observational data collec

tion systems, and specify the major objectives of the study.

Ecological Approaches in Psychology

Ecological approaches deal with the relationships between behavioral and envir

onmental events, particularly molar human behaviors and the settings in which they 

occur. Past studies have provided valuable analyses of home environments (Altman, 

Nelson, & Lett, 1972), schools (Barker & Gump, 1964), churches (Wicker, 1969), 
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psychiatric hospitals(Rivlin & Wolfe, 1972), rehabilitation hospitals (Willems, 1972, 

1973d), neighborhoods (Bechtel, Achelpohl, & Binding, 1970), and entire commun

ities (Barker, 1968; Barker & Schoggen, 1973). The ecological perspective relates 

in important ways to the work of Barker and Wright (Barker, 1965, 1968; Barker & 

Schoggen, 1973, Barker & Wright, 1955; Wright, 1967, 1969-1970), but, as it sets 

the stage for this research, it is based upon evolved approaches to ecological problems 

(see Willems, 1973a, 1973b, 1973c, 1974, in press).

Willems has introduced the term "behavioral ecology." Behavioral ecology 

stresses that behavior is part of very complex organism-environment-behavior systems.

This key conceptual position has been discussed by Willems (in press).

.. .one of the central conceptual issues of behavioral ecology is the 
transactional character of organism-environment systems where behavior 
represents the primary mediating process, the 'coming-to-terms* across the 
boundaries. On this view, bits of behavior or bits of environment taken 
independently (as in an S-R model), the independent and dependent vari- 
bles of most experiments,.. .are all abstractions that have lost much of 
their scientific and practical meaning because they are separated from 
the larger, contextual interdependencies in which they occur. What 
is worse, when changing such abstracted bits of behavior, we may create 
unintended effects in the ecological systems with which the behaviors 
are linked.

More traditional psychological models have stressed the individual and are based 

upon motives, aptitudes, and personality variables. The ecological model gives en

vironmental variables equal status with the organismic variables and stresses the com

plex interdependencies and transactional qualities of the behavior-environment system.

This results in considerable importance being attributed to site specificity. The place 

where an organism is located is crucial to understanding his behavior. There are 

other conceptual positions supported by the behavioral ecologist. More emphasis is 
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placed upon molar phenomena, and the tendency is to work from complex phenomena 

down to the simple. The importance of a transdisciplinary approach is also stressed, 

and the use of systems concepts is apparent.

To understand behavior in terms of a complex ecological network, certain meth

odological orientations become important. Behavioral ecology emphasizes naturalis

tic methodology. Barker (1965) sees a difference between data resulting from exper

imenter manipulation (here the psychologist is characterized as an operator) and data 

collected within a naturalistic framework (here the psychologist is characterized as 

a transducer). "In short, the data which psychologists produce as operators and as 

transducers refer to nonoverlapping classes of psychological phenomena" (p. 4).

For Willems (1969), a naturalistic methodology must be viewed in terms of what 

the researcher does. This is not a phenomenon based position, because defining natur

alistic research as research on natural phenomena is cumbersome and useless. Willems 

(1969) "would argue (a) that it is possible to differentiate research activities in terms 

of the part the investigator plays, or where he places himself in the process of research, 

and (b) since we can then speak jointly of what an investigator does and what he finds 

this differentiation is more useful than focusing only on the phenomena he studies" 

(p. 46). He goes further and suggests that the researchers' activities fall on a two- 

dimensional descriptive space. The first dimension describes activities in terms of the 

degree of manipulation or control over antecedent conditions. This continuum from 

low levels of manipulation to high levels is often where other authors place the natur

alistic-experimental distinction. But Willems adds a second dimension, the degree to 

which units are imposed by the experimenter upon the behavior studied. This results 
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in a Cartesian system where research acfivities can be described with much more than 

univariate adjectives. The research strategy of the behavioral ecologist would typi

cally emphasize low manipulation and low unit imposition of behavior units.

There are a variety of other activities that are stressed by the behavioral ecolo

gist. For the purpose of this review, a thorough description of these activities will 

not be necessary. It will be sufficient to say that the ecological orientation stresses 

the description of the distribution of behavioral phenomena, and the development of 

taxonomic systems. Finally, because of the nature of the complex behavior-environ

ment system, ecological research is often very long range. Willems (in press) maintains 

that "ecosystems in general (and, therefore, probably behavioral ecological systems) 

follow rules of succession and internal distribution in which the longitudinal perspec

tive becomes critical."

Methodological Issues in Observational Data Collection Systems

While ecological researchers stress the importance of fitting methods to the parti

cular research need, observational techniques are often viewed as the most appropriate. 

Often, the ecologists' work can be characterized as descriptive. The important in

gredients of a descriptive field investigation are specified by Bijou, Petterson, and 

Ault (1968) and are: "(1) specifying in objective terms the situation in which the 

study is conducted, (2) defining and recording behavioral and environmental events 

in observable terms, and (3) measuring observer reliability" (p. 175). The issue 

of observer reliability is crucial, but there are many other methodological consider

ations relevant to a variety of approaches in the behavioral sciences that also are 
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relevant fo observational approaches. The potential hazards in naturalistic observation 

have been reviewed in detail by Johnson and Bolstad (1973) who deal with the complex 

issues of observer agreement and accuracy, observer effects, observer bias, reliability, 

and validity. The need to assess reliability was recently stressed in the Introduction 

to the Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests (APA, 1974). The Joint 

Committee on Revision of Standards emphasized behavior-modification settings but 

their remarks are clearly related to a variety of ecological problems. They state, 

"the psychologist who counts examples of a specific type of response in a behavior

modification setting is as much responsible for the validity of his interpretations of 

change or the basic reliability of his observations as is any other test user" (p. 4). 

But, reliability is a multidimensional concept (see Dunnette, 1966) and the Johnson 

and Bolstad paper helps clarify this confusion. In the sections that follow, agreement 

and accuracy, and reliability, will be discussed. These concepts represent the major 

concerns of the present study.

Agreement and accuracy

Accuracy and agreement delineate different operations and neither refers to the 

concept of reliability as used in traditional psychometric theory. Observer agreement 

is obtained by comparing the records of two or more observers, while observer accuracy 

represents the comparison of the observer’s record with a previously established criterion 

record. While accuracy represents an important concept that needs to be measured 

in an observational study, the present study emphasizes agreement and reliability and 

therefore the problems related to accuracy will not be developed. It should be noted, 

however, that it is possible to have high interobserver agreement and low observer 
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accuracy. Observers may agree with each other but not with a criterion record. It 

is also possible for observers to change over time in identical directions. They con

tinue to agree with each other but again do not agree with an established standard. 

Johnson and Bolstad (1973) refer to this phenomenon as "consensual observer drift."

Typically, observation systems utilize individuals who observe and simultaneously 

code ongoing behavior (Johnson & Bolstad, 1973). The term "interobserver agreement" 

therefore refers to the comparison of two observational records (the record represents 

the tallied or coded material produced by the observer). Interobserver agreement has 

been traditionally assessed in terms of the completion of observer training. Johnson 

and Bolstad (1973) illustrate this point and they suggest that it is typical for an 

investigator to train "his observers on a behavioral code until they meet the criterion 

of two consecutive observation sessions at 80% agreement or better" (p. 18). The 

minimum criterion for acceptable observer agreement has not been clearly established. 

Johnson and Bolstad (1973) consider 80% to 85% agreement to be the upper limit for 

complex coding systems. Most investigators seem to expect agreement levels of 70% 

or better (Bobbitt, Gordon, & Jensen, 1966; O'Leary, Romanczyk, Kass, Dietz, 

& Santogrossi, 1971; Reid, 1970). The problems related to the calculation of agree

ment values and the problems of inference have been cogently discussed by Johnson 

and Bolstad (1973).

The preceding discussion leads to some important methodological problems. If 

an investigator trains his observers to an acceptable criterion level (e.g., two conse

cutive observation sessions at 80% agreement) and then begins his research without 

further assessment of observer agreement,three basic difficulties result: (a) the 
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selected data points are not randomly picked, (b) the selected data points are not 

representative in terms of the time of assessment, and (c) there is the potential 

for observer reactivity to being checked or watched (Johnson & Bolstad, 1973). The 

nonrandomness of selecting the last two successful observation sessions is obvious. It 

would not be unusual for two observers to have, by chance, two consecutive obser

vations with high agreement.

The second problem is closely aligned with the concept of instrumental decay 

(Campbell & Stanley, 1966). As the research continues, observers may forget aspects 

of the coding system, learn new procedures,or become fatigued. Assessments must be 

made throughout the research if the measure is to be representative.

The third problem is particularly troublesome. Observers may perform better, or 

at least differently, when they know they are being assessed. This relates to the reactive 

effects of being tested (Campbell & Stanley, 1966). Reid (1970) clearly demonstrated 

that reactivity can influence the measurement of accuracy, and a comprehensive paper 

by O'Leary and Kent (1973) reports the same kind of problems in the measurement of 

interobserver agreement. It is particularly difficult to measure the reactive effects 

of being tested in the interobserver case because the usual way data are collected 

is to pair observers. Obviously it becomes almost impossible to conceal the measure

ment procedure. There is also a related problem during paired observation. The ob

servers may be able to monitor each other to the degree that they are exchanging 

bits of observational information. This could lead to inflated agreement values.
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The problems associated with the nonrandomness of the selected data points, the 

unrepresentativeness of the selected data points, and observer reactivity, must all be 

considered when values of agreement are computed. The present study was designed 

to help alleviate these difficult issues.

Reliability

As noted earlier, reliability, as used in traditional psychometric theory, is not 

equivalent to accuracy or agreement. Reliability involves the consistency or stability 

of a measured attribute. Generally, the approaches to measuring reliability include 

split-half measures, equivalent forms, or test-retest methods. Investigators with a 

behavioristic or ecological orientation have tended to neglect the requirement of reli

ability. Johnson and Bolstad (1973) suggest that:

Behaviorists may feel that the concept is irrelevant to their purposes.
After all, we know that there is often very little proven consistency in human 
behavior over time and stimulus stiuations (e.g., see Mischel, 1968), so why 
should we require a consistency in our measurement instruments that is not 
present in real life? Behaviorists may feel that reliability is an outmoded 
concept and belongs exclusively to the era of trait psychology. If this is, 
in fact, the reasons for the neglect of the reliability issue in behavioral 
research, it represents a serious conceptual error and a clear misapplication 
of the meaning of the data on the lack of behavioral consistency so elo
quently summarized by Mischel (p. 27).

There is a clear need for reliability assessment in observational research. Test- 

retest approaches seem particularly useful since change within a data collection system 

can be monitored over time.' Two observers could agree perfectly in the recording 

of a subject's behavior and this agreement could be demonstrated over a series of 

specified time intervals (e.g., at three and six months), or assessed by sampling 

randomly at shorter or longer intervals. But there still might be no assurance that the 
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observers produced reliable (consistent, stable) records. They might be changing 

(even though at the same rates) over time. The current research assessed the stabil

ity of the observing and coding process. A test-retest approach was used.

Research Objectives

This study was conducted as part of an ecological study of patient behavior. The 

data system consists of trained observers who dictate continuous, time-cued narrative 

descriptions of patient behavior into hand-carried tape recorders. The patients are 

adult males with spinal cord injuries. The descriptive records are then transcribed 

and systematically coded by a team of independent data analysts. This has resulted 

in a very rich source of data that can be analyzed for a variety of purposes. A de

tailed description of that data system will be presented in Chapter 2. The basic ob

jective of this reliability study was to develop ongoing,multidimensional techniques 

and to evaluate the qualify of that data system. These techniques were designed 

to overcome a variety of the important methodological problems previously discussed. 

Definition of Quality

The data system is comprised of two discrete steps: (a) the observation of patient 

behavior and the production of time-cued narrative descriptions, and (b) the coding 

of the narrative materials. In one phase of the study intercoder agreement was assessed 

as well as intersystem agreement. The term system refers to the entire data reduction 

sequence (i.e., observing and coding). Intersystem agreement represents a comparison 

between two coded descriptive records each having been produced by different obser

vers and coders. The difference between two coders can be assessed directly by 
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comparing two independent codings of the same transcribed descriptive record. But 

it is not possible to evaluate directly the difference between two observers viewing 

the same target patient because their descriptions have not been transformed into 

usuable information until they have been transcribed and coded. Since intersystem 

agreement is a function of both the observing and coding proce$s,any difference be

tween intersystem and intercoder agreement is attributable to differences between 

observers. Intersystem and intercoder agreement were both assessed so that this inter

observer component could be measured. In a second phase of the study, a more 

traditional reliability assessment was made. The observing and coding process was 

monitored to detect change over time (a test-retest procedure). This aspect of the 

study was defined as the system stability phase since change in observing and coding 

(i.e., change in the data system) was monitored simultaneously. The assessment of 

quality, therefore, focused on the evaluation of (a) intercoder, intersystem, and 

interobserver agreement, and (b) system stability (often referred to as intrasystem 

agreement or reliability).

The Need for Evaluation

The data system at TIRR represents an evolved version of a set of procedures 

developed in a series of initial research efforts (Willems, 1972; Willems & Vineberg, 

1970, 1971). It is historically based upon the specimen record approach of Barker and 

Wright (1949). A variety of studies have evaluated the reliability of the approach. 

Wright (1960) reviewed the early evaluations of reliability and stated that the 

"findings do not warrant a broadside conclusion that specimen records are reliable" 

(p. 86). No recent studies prior to the present research have been found that would 
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revise this statement. The early studies were limited to attempts at measuring what 

was termed interobserver agreement, but true interobserver agreement has not been 

adequately evaluated in observational research. This occurred because, when observers 

were used, they almost always took notes of what they had seen (this was the usual 

procedure in early specimen record approaches), or used more elaborate coding 

procedures. The final product of an observation was a coded record. When these 

coded records were compared for agreement, what was termed interobser/er agree

ment actually was a combined measure of the observing and coding process. Even 

when notations were the product of an observation and basic behavioral units were 

counted and compared, no attempts were made to assess true interobserver agree

ment. This is an important issue because the source of unreliability in a data system 

needs to be specified before it can be alleviated. The present study offers a solution 

to this problem. It also overcomes many of the methodological problems associated 

with earlier attemps at assessing the quality of the TIRR data system.

Early evaluative results. The first assessment of reliability at TIRR (Willems & 

Vineberg, 1970) was a check of intercoder agreement. Seven transcribed narrative 

records (protocols) were independently coded by different analysts. (The coding 

system will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2, but it basically consists of the demar

cation of behavioral units [structural coding] and the addition of a series of individual 

codes to those units.) The results of this first intercoder check included an overall 

structural agreement value of 83.8%, and an average individual code agreement 

value of 88.8%.
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The second coding assessment (Willems, 1973d) evaluated the possible change 

that might have occurred over the years in the application of the coding system. 

In 1973, a new set of coders applied the coding system a second time to an uncoded 

copy of a protocol from one of the 1968 patients. Overall structural agreement values 

were 88.8% and 82.1%. The lower value was computed when a more complicated 

coding procedure was used. This included overlapping or simultaneous behavior coding, 

consisting primarily of conversational behavior.

The third assessment (Willems, 1973d) was an attempt to measure interobserver 

agreement. In 1971, observations included 120 instances of 10 minutes of simultaneous 

observation of the same target patient by two observers. This occurred as one obser

vational shift ended and the next observer began. These 1200 minutes of simultaneous 

observation were coded and resulted in a mean structural agreement value of 67.9% 

when the overlapping behaviors were included (again primarily conversational behaviors 

overlapped other behaviors). When the overlapping behaviors were removed from the 

analysis, agreement values of 85.8% were obtained. It is clear that this assessment 

of interobserver agreement was confounded by differences between coders. But when 

compared to the earlier intercoder agreement assessments, variations in observers did 

not seem to depress agreement much below the intercoder levels. This third, as well 

as the second coding evaluation, resulted in a change in the coding system. Since 

conversational behavior was apparently very difficult to observe and code with high 

agreement, conversation was no longer coded as if it were a molar behavior, but 

became a supplementary code (see Chapter 2).
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While these earlier evaluations of data quality were useful (e.g., they were 

partially responsible for a major coding change), they were not comprehensive, and 

at times may have been misleading due to methodological problems. First, intercoder 

agreement was assessed adequately (agreement values were calculated differently than 

those computed in the current study, however, and the earlier computational techniques 

did not include inferential statements), but there was no measure of how the same coders 

may have changed over time. Second, interobserver agreement was assessed within a 

design that did not make it possible to determine the error that could be attri

buted to coding. Third, the 10-minute observer overlaps were nonrepresentative since 

they occurred at the beginning or end of an observation. Fourth, the 10-minute duration 

also contributed to the possible reactive effects of being tested. It is possible that 

during this short period of simultaneous observation, observers were overly attentive 

and could remain so throughout the interval. Finally, the earlier work did not attempt 

to measure observer or system stability over time.

Because of (a) the need to measure interobserver agreement, (b) the limitations 

of the previous evaluative procedures at TIRR, (c) the need for the development 

of procedures that could be used for continuous reliability assessment, and (d) the 

need to study the current data system at TIRR (since the last evaluations, certain ob

serving and coding procedures hod been modified), the current study was undertaken. 

While these represent the scientific or methodological reasons for doing the research, 

there was also a more important issue.

The information gathered from the longitudinal study is used by rehabilitation 

professionals. This complex narrative approach and quality assessment procedure is 
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being used because the aim is to provide highly objective, dependable indicators of 

progress that are oriented toward everyday behaviors. Much is known about the med

ical-physiological-anatomical measures of progresszbut rehabilitation health teams 

have not developed behavioral evaluation programs. Narrative observations were 

selected since an open data system was required (i.e., no restrictions were placed upon 

the categories of data gathered). No previously developed measurement techniques 

were available. This descriptive approach offers a data base that is flexible and 

useful in answering wide ranging questions. From this base, easier to use procedures 

also can be developed and tested. It is crucial to the hospital staff that the behav

ioral measures used in planning a patient's treatment are highly dependable. What 

is dependability to the health professional is analogous to reliability for the researcher.

Specific Objectives

The following is a list of the specific objectives of the present study:

(1) To collect data generated by pairs of observers over 13 weeks and 19.5 hours 

of inhospital patient behavior.

(2) To develop quantitative measures of agreement that can be evaluated for 

significance.

(3) To assess intercoder, interobserver, and intersystem agreement in the obser

vational data system.

(4) To produce a videotape of patient behavior and generate 14.66 hours of coded 

narrative material.
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(5) To assess system stability in the data collection and reduction procedures.

(6) To achieve the above objectives with procedures that can be continuously 

used throughout a data collection sequence.

It is hoped also that the procedures developed here will be generalizable to 

other observational data systems.



CHAPTER II

METHOD

This chapter outlines the procedural aspects of the study and describes the methods 

for collecting and analyzing the reliability data. The first section describes the proce

dures used in the longitudinal behavioral study at the Texas Institute for Rehabilitation 

and Research (TIRR). It is within this larger context that the reliability study was 

conducted and this procedural outline will set the stage for the current work. The 

second section develops the general plan of the study and describes the subjects and 

methods for collecting and managing the data. The third section explains the analysis 

techniques and describes the rationale of the approach.

Throughout this chapter, the methods must be viewed in relationship to the unique

ness of the research setting. TIRR is not only a comprehensive rehabilitation hospital, 

but also a research and training facility where staff and patients are exposed regularly 

to research of all kinds. The openness, acceptance, and continuous exposure to this 

research orientation contribute to a data gathering process that is probably less reactive 

than most.

The Longitudinal Project

The techniques used in the longitudinal study are based upon the initial observa

tional research at TIRR. These procedures have been described in detail (Willems, 

1972; Willems & Vineberg, 1970, 1971). The longitudinal study comprises a number
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of interrelated activities that begin when a patient is first admitted to TIRR and con

tinue for 15 months after discharge. The reliability study was designed to assess the 

quality of the inhospital data collection procedures. When a patient is admitted who 

meets the criteria of inclusion into the project, trained observers begin direct obser

vations on a prearranged schedule. During each week of hospitalization, 15 hours 

of patient behavior are observed. Ten one-and-one-half hour observations are spaced 

across the week, covering the hours between 7:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.

The Observational Process

Observers dictate continuous, time-cued descriptions of patient behavior into 

hand-carried tape recorders. These accounts include descriptions of the setting and 

other persons involved with the target patient, including conversational interactions. 

Time entries are typically made at least every 30 seconds and to the closet second when 

something relating to the patient changes. For a detailed description of the observa

tional process, see Willems and Crowley (1975).

The observers are highly trained. They not only learn the specific procedures 

but also became thoroughly oriented to the hospital, patients, and staff. The train

ing guidelines and procedures are presented in Appendix A.

Data Reduction and Coding

After the patient is observed for one-and-one-half hours, typists transcribe the 

recordings. The dictated records are produced with the time entries located in the 

left-hand margin. The term protocol is applied to the typed material. Displayed on 

page 18 is an excerpt from a protocol for a target patient named Camp.



8:23 Truman is positioning sliding boards under Camp. Rhodes is 

helping by lifting Camp's body off the bed to get the 

sliding boards in place. LVN Stanley has just walked up 

and is standing there, perhaps to help.

8:23,-25 Southerland, Truman and Rhodes have slid Camp from his 

bed to the standing board. Stanley stood there and basic

ally did nothing that I could see.

8:24 Camp is on the standing board. Truman is stropping him in 

place and Stanley is talking to Camp; he is responding to her

8:24; 10 Stanley is administering some medications to Camp. She 

has a medicine cup and is now administering the water.

8:24; 20 Stanley has completed the medication-giving the water.

8:24;35 Stanley is now brushing Camp's hair and placing a pillow 

under his head. She continues to brush. Truman and 

Rhodes continue to strap Camp in place.

8:24;55 Stanley has completed the hair brushing, has placed the 

brush back on the table. Now Camp is asking about a 

barber, he is primarily talking to Southerland about this, 

who has moved away and is working on parts of the bed.

8:25; 30 Camp is just lying on the standing board. Truman and 

Rhodes are standing there, preparing him for transport and 

he is conversing with Stanley intermittently.

8:25;35 Truman and Rhodes begin to wheel Camp out of Station Ill- 

Left and into the hall area.

8:26 Truman and Rhodes are moving Camp down the hall. It 

sounds like Truman is conversing with Camp intermittenly.
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The protocols ore then coded by independent data analysts. A three-stage coding 

process includes rough coding, final coding, and checking procedures. In the first 

stage the observer works with the rough coder. Together they listen to the recording 

and edit the protocol. Special attention is given to (a) grammar and style; (b) accur

acy of content; and (c) addition of content, such as names the observer had not 

known at the time of observation. As the coder and observer read through the proto

col, major behavioral units are roughly demarcated and other persons involved with the 

patient behavior are noted.

The rough-coded protocol is then given to a final coder. The major units of 

ordinary patient behavior are specified (these behavior units are referred to as chunks). 

A chunk is characterized by a single principal activity, e.g., taking medication, 

playing chess, exercising arms, etc. It begins at a clearly described starting point, 

occurs over time in a characteristic, regular manner, and has a clearly described 

stopping point. One necessary condition for marking a chunk is the direct involve

ment of the target patient. Each chunk then receives a series of codes including 

(a) what kind of behavior it is; (b) where in the hospital the behavior occurred;

(c) beginning and ending time; (d) other persons involved in the chunk; (e) who 

instigated the chunk; (f) how active or involved the patient was in the activity;

(g) who, if anyone, was engaged in conversation with the patient; and (h) who, if 

anyone, made a short, fleeting incursion into the patients' behavioral unit.

The highly trained coders work within a set of guidelines. For a complete des

cription of the coding system, its definitions, guidelines, and conventions, see Appendix 

B. The code numbers for types of persons, behavior settings, and the 41-category be- ■ 

havior system are presented in Appendices C, D, and E.
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Once the protocol is coded, it is then checked. The checker looks for coding 

errors and attaches the code number for the behavioral description written by the 

final coder. An exerpt from a coded protocol is shown on page 21 (the exerpt is a 

coded version of the one presented on page 18 ). The coded information is then trans

ferred to computer storage.

Procedures

The present reliability study was conducted within the context of the longitud

inal study. Therefore, the patients, hospital personnel, and research personnel uti

lized in the major study were represented in the reliability assessment. The general 

strategy employed was to evaluate the observational data using a multidimensional 

solution to the reliability problem. Intercoder and intersystem agreement were assessed 

in one phase of the research and system stability (intrasystem agreement) was studied 

in a second phase. These two phases will be discussed separately.

Intercoder-lntersystem Phase

The first patient to become part of the longitudinal study was hospitalized for a 

13-week duration. Data for the first phase of the reliability study were collected during 

this period. Each week, from the 10 possible observations, one, one-and-one-half 

hour observational segment was selected randomly. During the selected time period, 

two observers observed the patient simultaneously. To ensure the inclusion of each of 

the 10 time periods, a randomized selection strategy without replacement was used. 

After the first 10 weeks (and the inclusion of every time segment), the procedure 

was replicated for the additional three weeks. This resulted in 19-1/2 hours of paired
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8:23 Truman is positioning sliding boards under Camp. Rhodes is

helping by lifting Camp's body off the bed to get the 

sliding boards in place. LVN Stanley has just walked up 

8:23;25

and is standing there, perhaps to help.

Southerland, Truman and Rhodes have slid Camp from his

tri. 8:24

8:24; 10

S-026

8;24;20

8:24; 35

ng

8:24;55

bed to the standing board. Stanley stood there and basic

ally did nothing that I coy Id see.

Camp is on the standing board. Truman is stropping him in 

place and Stanley is talking to Camp; he is responding to her 

Stanley is administering some medications to Camp. She 

has a medicine cup and is now administering the water.

Stanley has completed the medication-giving the water.

Stanley is now brushing Camp's hair and placing a pillow 

under his head. She continues to brush. Truman and 

Rhodes continue to strap Camp in place.

Stanley has completed the hair brushing, has placed the 

brush back on the table. Now Camp is asking about a

barber, he is primarily talking to Southerland about this.

who has moved away and is working on parts of his bed.

Camp is just lying on the standing board. Truman and

Rhodes are standing there, preparing him for transport and 

he is conversing with Stanley intermittently.

Truman and Rhodes begin to wheel Camp out of Station Ill- 

Left and into the hall area.

8:26 Truman and Rhodes are moving Camp down the hall. It

C-063) sounds like Truman is conversing with Camp intermittently. 
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observation. The protocols generated from these pairings were then used to assess 

intercoder and intersystem agreement.

Patient Characteristics. The target patient was an adult male with a serious injury 

to his spinal cord. Since only one patient was used in this data collection phase, it 

was important that his behavior varied and ranged across many settings so that all aspects 

of the observational system would be used. Figure 1 reveals that during the 13-week 

hospitalization, there was a steady increase in the number of kinds of behavior engaged 

in. Figure 2 represents the weekly number of entries into non-ward behavior settings 

in the hospital and illustrates the patient's mobility. Figure 3 shows the time-related 

change in the rate at v/hich the patient performed behavior actively. In Figure 4, 

the weekly change in the proportion of behaviors that were instigated by the patient 

rather than by someone else is illustrated. The weekly rate of independence is shown 

in Figure 5. "Independent" behavioral units (chunks) were initiated by the patient and 

were carried out without the involvement of others. There also was clear evidence 

that the patient engaged in conversations with many types of people in a wide variety 

of settings. These illustrations are only a few of the many that are possible, but they 

do indicate the diversity and complexity of the data base.

Observers. Eleven trained observers participated in this phase of the study and 

comprised the entire observational team utilized in the first 13 weeks of the longitud

inal study. The group included five psychology graduate students, one undergraduate 

psychology student, three graduate nursing students, and two research technicians.
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Number of different kinds of behavior engaged in 
(Week 13 estimated because of fewer observations)
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Figure 2

Number of separate entries into nonward settings 
(Week 13 estimated because of fewer observations)
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Week

Figure 4

Proportion of patient-instigated chunks to total chunks



Figure 5

Proportion of independent chunks to total chunks
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Coders. Ten trained coders participated. Six psychology graduate students, three 

research technicians, and one psychologist made up this group. Five of the graduate 

students and two of the research technicians also participated as observers. The selec

tion procedure insured that no person ever observed and coded during the same weekly 

segment, i.e., each function was carried out independently in all of the materials 

studied here.

Selection of coders and observers. For each of the weekly pairings, two observers 

four final coders, and either one or two rough coders were selected. On four of the 

13 occasions, two rough coders were used, i.e., an independent rough coder was 

assigned to each observer. A non-replacement strategy was employed to ensure the 

inclusion of all members of the observational team. The procedure did not allow for 

replicated combinations of observers, i.e., no two observers were ever paired more 

than once.

Instructions to observers. During these paired sessions, the observers were in

structed to observe exactly as they did when they were the sole observer. They were 

instructed not to communicate with each other in any manner and to make their obser

vational records as independently as possible. Because the observers speak very 

quietly into their tape recorder microphones, almost always they were out of audio 

range of each other. There were also situations in which the observers were able to 

visually separate themselves. They were also told not to discuss the observational 

session once it was over.

Management of coded material. Each week the paired observers produced two 

narrative records of patient behavior. These were transcribed, rough coded. 
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then reproduced, resulting in four typed narrative records. These records were dis

tributed to four independent final coders and then checked. The checkers only 

corrected procedural errors and did not make judgmental changes. For example, 

missed time entries were added or coding violations were corrected. Intercoder and 

intersystem agreement were assessed by comparing appropriate protocols. Figure 6 

clarifies the procedure. Coder A coded the narrative record of observer 1, B coded 

the record of observer 2, C coded the record of observer 1, and D coded the record 

of observer 2. For a pure measure of intercoder agreement, the Al protocol was com

pared with the Cl protocol, and the B2 protocol was compared with the D2 protocol. 

The diagonal comparisons utilized protocols generated by different observers and 

different coders. This represents an intersystem comparison. If there is high inter

coder agreement and a decreased level of intersystem agreement,the difference can 

be attributed to observer error. Both the column and diagonal comparisons must be 

made to evaluate interobserver agreement. Intersystem agreement was assessed by 

comparing Al to B2 and Cl to D2. The procedure also included a randomized selec

tion strategy for coders and observers. Coders for each particular week were randomly 

assigned to position A, B, C, or D. The paired observers were randomly assigned to 

observer position 1 or 2.

Instructions to the coders. The coders were instructed to work independently. 

They were not allowed to discuss the content of the record, nor were they to discuss 

coding conventions. The coders referred to the coding guidelines independently (see 

Appendix B).
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Coders

Observers

Intercoder Comparison

Intersystem Comparison

Pairings used to make intercoder and 
intersystem comparisons
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Assignment to the actual data pool. Since the paired one-and-one-half obser

vational segment represented one of the weekly observation periods in the longitud

inal study, one of the four coded protocols was assigned to the regular data pool of 

the study. This was done by selecting one of the four records randomly.

System Stability Phase

To assess the stability of the observing and coding procedures over time, eight 

project observers viewed a videotape of patient behavior. Approximately 90 days 

after the initial viewing, they observed the videotape a second time. The 90-day 

interval was used in order to reduce the possible effects of recalling the first obser

vation and because a typical hospitalization for spinal cord injured persons is three 

months. These observations were transcribed and independently coded by rough and 

final coders. The observing, coding, and checking procedures were identical to those 

used in the intercoder-intersystem phase of the study involving the same participants.

Videotape preparation. After consulting a staff physician, a second patient 

with a severe spinal cord injury was selected. With the aid of staff members in nursing 

and physical therapy, a time was selected for the preparation of the videotape. This 

time was selected because it included behavioral sequences that closely resembled 

those of the original target patient.

The production of the videotape (black and white with sound) did not disrupt the 

sequence of the patient's therapeutic activities, but the time per activity was slightly 

reduced. This was done because equipment limitations necessitated a total tape time 

of 55 minutes. The video sequence began in the patient's ward. He was then taken 

to physical therapy where a series of usual activities took place. During this sequence 
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a variety of staff and a family member interacted with the patient. The videotape 

ended after the patient had been returned to his ward.

Once the inhospital taping had been completed, the videotape was edited. For 

identification purposes, still shots were made of each person on the tape and were shown 

before the actual behavioral sequence began, with the name and staff position of that 

person superimposed below the picture. If the person was not a staff member, the re

lationship to the patient was shown. This procedure was done to simulate what an ob

server actually did prior to an inhospital observation. Anyone who was not known to 

the observer and who was likely to interact with the patient was identified before the 

observation began. A timing procedure was devised so that the time entries on diff

erent protocols would be comparable. This was done by the observers reading their 

exact clock times into their microphones when a signal flashed on the videotape.

Video playback session. The observers viewed the videotape individually. A 

set of standard instructions was given to set the stage and to prepare the observers 

for the edited material on the tape. First they viewed the identification sequence 

and were instructed to write down the names of the individuals they did not know. 

They noted also the persons1 staff position or relationship to the patient. When the 

identification sequence ended, the timing procedure began. The 55-minute behavioral 

sequence followed the timing phase. Once into the behavioral segment, the observers 

were to observe and record exactly as they did when actually observing a patient in 

the hospital.

Protocol comparison strategy. To assess system stability, a series of appropriate 

protocol comparisons were made. The most direct measure of system stability was to 
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compare protocols produced at the beginning of the study with those produced at the 

end of the 90-day interval. The rough and final coders assigned to a protocol pro

duced by a particular observer also coded that observer's second protocol at the end 

of the 90-day interval. By comparing the protocols produced by the same observer, 

the amount of change in the data reduction sequence over time was assessed, since 

any difference between the two protocols would be attributable to observer and rough 

and final coder change over time. Figure 7 clarifies the comparison strategy. The lines 

numbered with a 1 represent what was termed the intrasystem comparison (e.g., the 

protocol produced by observer 1 and particular team of coders at time 1 was compared 

with the protocol produced by the same observer and coding team at time 2). The 

lines numbered with a 2 (diagonals) represent the most stringent comparison. Here, 

protocols with different observers, different rough coders, different final coders, and 

production at different times were compared. The lines numbered with a 3 represent 

intersystem comparisons made between protocols produced at the same time. These 

comparisons were also selected so that different rough and final coders were used.

Methods of Analysis

The coded protocols represented the data to be analyzed. Intercoder agreement, 

intersystem agreement (composed of a coding and observing component), and system 

stability (intrasystem agreement) were estimated by comparing appropriate protocols. 

A common analysis strategy was used in both major phases of the study. This general 

strategy will be discussed first and then supplementary analyses will be described. A 

rationale for the approach will conclude the section.
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Time 1 Time 2

Video comparison strategy

1 Intrasystem comparison
2 Time 1 - time 2 diagonal comparison
3 Intersystem comparison
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General Strategy

The most common methods for analyzing the agreement between two data sets 

(in this case, coded protocols) are some form of percent agreement calculation and 

various correlational procedures. A percent agreement index was used in a two-part 

analytic approach. This two-staged process will be described separately.

Structural analysis. The data system was conceptualized as a second-by-second 

decision-making process. The problem for the observer was to describe the beginning 

and ending of behavioral sequences (chunks) and to anchor the descriptions to time 

entries. The entries were to the nearest second and on any given second the chunk 

could change to a different behavioral category. The problem for the coder was to 

demarcate relatively molar behaviors, anyone of which might span extended amounts 

of material. For both, decisions to the nearest second were made. The general demar

cation of chunks and the behavioral labeling of the chunk during coding was referred 

to as a structural process. Each protocol was viewed as a series of one-second units. 

When two protocols were compared, they both had identical beginning times (this was 

done by synchronizing the time entries; making them comparable between protocols). 

There was a direct correspondence or a one-to-one mapping of the one-second units 

between any two protocols being compared. These corresponding units were evaluated 

for agreement. Two units agreed perfectly when they both were descriptive of the same 

patient behavior. The calculating of protocol agreement involved using the simple 

formula:
number of seconds that agreed

number of second that agreed + number of seconds that disagreed
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The protocols used in the inhospital data collection phase were one-and-one-half 

hours long, so, there were 5400 possible seconds of agreement in each comparison. 

If two protocols disagreed during five cumulative minutes (i.e., 300 corresponding 

units did not agree), the following percent agreement for that pair was calculated 

as follows:

5100
5l0O + 3O(y ~94e4/o

A percent agreement figure was calculated over the entire protocol length and for 

each five-minute segment which was primarily a convenience used to locate the 

various segments of disagreement.

Individual code analysis. Codes for the type of behavior setting (BS), the number 

of behavior settings (NBS), the type of other person involved with the target patient 

(O), who instigated the behavior (I), the degree of involvement displayed by the 

patient (DI), the type of person who conversed with the patient (C) and the type of 

person who may have made a short incursion into the patients1 behavioral sequence are 

attached to each chunk. These codes are dependent upon the behavioral unit encom

passed by that chunk and must be compared in relation to the structural characteristics 

of the protocol. For example, as the length of a chunk increases, there may be the 

increased likelihood that the number of other persons who interact with the target 

patient or who converse with him increase. As the span of a chunk lengthens, there 

may be an increased probability that the number of settings entered also changes or that 

the chances for more active involvement become more likely. Chunk type is also an 

important variable. For example, it is often easier for a patient to be actively 
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involved in a hand exercising chunk than it is to be actively involved in a hand 

massaging chunk. Therefore, if individual codes are to be compared in two proto

cols, it is necessary for these codes to be from chunks that are of the same behavioral 

activity and have similar beginning and ending times. The behavior setting (BS), 

number of behavior settings (NBS), other (O), instigation (I), degree of involvement 

(DI), conversation (C), and the bit code (S), were all assessed individually by com

puting a percent agreement. When comparing any two protocols, the similar corres

ponding chunks were assessed in terms of each code. The total number of chunks 

that agreed perfectly on a particular code was divided by the total number of com

pared chunks to arrive at the percent agreement. This was a very stringent require

ment since there was a possibility of two chunks partially agreeing on an individual 

code and yet those chunks were categorized as non-agreeing. For example, more 

than one type could be entered as an O code, but for the two chunks to agree per

fectly all of the O codes in the chunk had to agree. One miss constituted disagree

ment. Two comparable chunks may have been coded such that a nurse's aide and a 

physician interacted with the patient (O code), but if one of the protocols included 

the additional O code for a visitor, the chunks were classified as disagreeing.

Chance agreement computation. When correlational data are reported, the signi

ficance of the correlations can be determined. When percent agreement data are re

ported, the base rate chance agreement also must be reported. A high percent agree

ment becomes less satisfactory as the probability of a chance agreement increases. 

The base rate chance agreement was computed for the structural analysis and each 

individual code. Johnson and Bolstad (1973) present a method for estimating base 
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rate chance agreement. They suggest that the base rate (relative frequency of 

appearance) of each code category be squared and summed across categories. To 

illustrate, suppose two coders characterized a patient behavior as either active or 

passive. The base rate for these two categories can be estimated by computing the 

relative frequency of occurrence of each from data previously collected. If active 

behavior occurred 80% of the time and passive behavior occurred 20% of the time, 

the base rate chance agreement can be computed as follows:

.802 + .202 = .68 or 68%

This means that two individuals coding randomly at these base rates would obtain 68% 

agreement by chance alone. The same procedure was used for the multi-category 

codes (BS, O, 1, DI, C, and S) and for the 41-category chunk description system.

The individual base rates were computed from all the data collected during the patient's 

13-week hospitalization. Since this is representative of the entire data domain (across 

the 13 weeks there were 195 hours of observation), the estimate becomes more mean

ingful.

Supplementary Analyses

Because of small sample sizes and the inability to meet the assumptions of para

metric statistical procedures, the differences between certain conditions (i.e., inter- 

coder, intersystem differences) were tested for significance with two-group or multiple- 

group nonparametric tests. However, in certain situations it was appropriate to use 

parametric correlational techniques. The procedures will be specified in the Results 

chapter.
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Rationale for the Approach

The percent agreement approach was used instead of a correlation approach 

because a very fine grained assessment of agreement was desired. This allowed 

working with the coded protocols directly so that computing derived scores was not 

necessary. Derived scores represent either a summary or a combination of the basic 

units of measurement. The number of Cs per protocol is a summary of the C code. 

It is a derived score that is not specific to the type of person who conversed with the target 

patient and, it is not specific to a certain setting or type of activity. The coded 

protocols offer a variety of very specific molecular measures. The use of the term de

rived score suggests a more molar approach that tends to impose restrictions on the 

range of a response. Since information is lost when a derived score is used it is not 

often preferred, but when the more specific measures are found to be unreliable, a 

derived score may offer reliable measurement at the expense of information. In a 

subsequent chapter, the use of reliability assessment in the determination of derived 

scores is discussed which assumes reliability assessment at the most molecular level.

The percent agreement approach used assessed the data at this desired molecular level. 

The percent agreement method also permits the observers or coders to locate the source 

of their errors in the actual protocol. For example, during the structural analysis, 

a percent agreement for each five minute segment of the protocol was computed. The 

five-minute segments with low agreement could be readily found and the type of error 

identified.

This approach alleviated the potential problems found in many correlations studies 

that estimate agreement. First, when using correlation methods it is possible to obtain 
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high coefficients when one observer or coder consistently overestimates behavioral 

rates relative to the other observer or coder. Second, even if a coefficient is high, 

it is often difficult to be sure that the same behaviors are being jointly observed at 

the same time. Behavioral rates may be the same but they may have been observed 

in different segments of the behavioral sequence. (For a discussion of these and other 

methodological issues, see Johnson and Bolstad, 1973.)



CHAPTER III

RESULTS

The first secfion below summarizes the results for the first phase of the study 

(intercoder-intersystem phase). The mean percent agreements for the structural and 

individual code analyses are presented as is a correlation-regression finding that is 

useful in predicting structural percent agreement. The results for the system stability 

phase of the study are presented in the second section. Mean percent agreements 

are shown for each of the three comparison conditions.

Intercoder-intersystem Phase

Structural Analysis

Each week,a mean percent agreement was computed. The mean intercoder agree

ment (comparisons made between protocols generated by the same observer but diff

erent coders) and the mean intersystem agreement (comparisons made between proto

cols generated by different observers and different coders) are shown for the 13 weeks 

in Table 1. The intercoder comparison always resulted in higher agreement. This 

difference can be attributed to observer disagreement. The agreement values for 

week 11 serve as an illustration. The intercoder agreement was 98.36% or less than 

a 2% disagreement rate that was attributable to coding differences only. The inter- 

system comparison resulted in 90.85% agreement. The introduction of different ob

servers contributed to a disagreement rate of over 9%. Across 13 weeks, the coding
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Mean Percent Agreement for 13 Weeks: Structural Analysis

Table 1

aTwo rough coders and four final coders used in protocol preparation

Week Intercoder Comparison Intersystem Comparison

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

99.85° 99.14°
99.50 96.26
97.53 93.98
99.30 97.90
99.20 91.90
99.44 96.84
98.17 90.20
97.40 93.15
100.00 94.39
96.15 88.21
98.36° 90.85°
99.62° 95.29°
99.00° 97.98°

Overall Mean 
Across Weeks

98.75 94.31
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differences accounted for only 21.96% of the total disagreement rate of 5.69%. 

Therefore, most of the disagreement related to the demarcation of behavioral units 

seems to be a result of observer error, not coder error. The mean intercoder agree

ment across 13 weeks was 98.75%, while mean intersystem agreement was 94.31%. 

The difference between the two comparison conditions was significant. A Wilcoxon 

matched pairs test was used, T = 0, p^/.Ol. During weeks 1, 11, 12, and 13 two 

rough coders were used in the intersystem comparison. As shown in Table 1, these 

agreement values are similar to those computed during the other nine weeks.

In an observational system with a large number of behavioral categories, the 

base rate chance agreement problem loses much of its significance. The base rates 

for each behavioral category (relative frequency of occurrence over 13 weeks) and 

the estimated chance agreement percentage are displayed in Table 2. As can be seen, 

the values computed on the observational data range from 88.21% to 99.85% and the 

chance agreement value is 15.38%.

Since a percent agreement was computed for each five minutes of paired protocol 

time, it was possible to evaluate differences between various protocol segments. It 

was reasoned that fatigue and/or reactivity could alter observer performance during 

a one-and-one-half-hour paired observation. Table 3 presents the mean percent agree

ment for the first, middle, and last third of each protocol. Table 4 represents the 

first 30 minutes of each protocol. Differences between the first, second, and third 

10-minute segments are shown. The time of day was also a possible source of vari

ation in observer performance. The mean percent agreement values for different time 

periods are shown in Table 5. The means (for the various protocol segments and time
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Table 2

Base Rates Per Behavioral Category and Estimated 
Chance Agreement Percentage: Structural Analysis

Behavioral Category 
Code Number0 Base Rate

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
35
36
37
38
40
41
42

.003

.015

.012

.020

.010

.002

.018

.005

.020

.180

.001

.013

.0002

.003

.107

.017

.017

.005

.004

.009

.003

.001

.002

.002

.003

.022

.006

.002

.029

.260

.156
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Table 2, continued:

43
45 .053
46 .088
47 .004
48 .060
49 .006
55 ——

Estimated Chance Agreement Percentage .1538= 15.38%

aThe labels for these categories can be found in Appendix E
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Table 3

Mean Percent Agreement: Structural Analysis 
for Different Protocol Segments

Segment of Protocol Middle Third Last Third

Mean % Agreement 96.39 95.09 91.45
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Table 4

Mean Percent Agreement:. Structural Analysis 
for Different Protocol Segments

Segment of Protocol First 10 Min. Second 10 Min. Third 10 Min.

Mean % Agreement 95.14 95.63 98.65
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Table 5

Mean Percent Agreement: Structural Analysis 
for Various Time Periods

Time 7:00-10:00 a.m. 10:00-2:30 p.m. 2:30-7:00 p.m. 7:00-10:00 p.m.

Mean % Agreement 92.11 94.73 94.77 94.60
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of observation) were computed on the intersystem comparisons and across the 13 weeks 

of paired observation. In each case, the differences were minimal and a subsequent 

correlational analysis suggested that they may be attributable to the complexity of the 

observational setting. Complexity was defined as the number of chunks per protocol. 

It was found that as the number of chunks increasedzthe agreement between two proto

cols decreased. Since the agreement values in Tables 3-5 were computed on diff

erent protocol segments,other uncontrolled variables (e.g., complexity) may have 

confounded the differences. For this reason, between-condition significance tests 

were not made. The values were computed only to illustrate possible large discrep

ancies. Since no large differences were found, the data are only useful as indicators 

of possible trends that need further evaluation. This issue of complexity will be dis

cussed further when the results of the correlational procedure are presented.

Individual Code Analysis

Each individual code was evaluated in both the intercoder and intersystem pro

tocol comparisons. The results across the 13 weeks of data collection are shown in 

Table 6. A Wilcoxon matched-pairs test of significance was used to assess the diff

erence between the intercoder and intersystem agreement values. The difference 

between the two conditions was not significant, T = 3, p ^.05. As can be seen, 

the percent agreement values for the behavior setting (BS), number of behavior settingss 

(NBS), others (O), instigator (I), and degree of involvement (DI) codes are above 

90%. The conversational code (C) and the fleeting behavioral involvement code 

(S) are also above 90% under the intercoder condition. Differences between obser

vers seem to have contributed to the lower C and S code percent agreement values
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Table 6

Mean Percent Agreement for Various Codes

Code Intercoder Comparison Intersystem Comparison

BS 
NBS 
O 
1 
DI 
C 
S

99.5 99.7
99.5 99.7
97.5 92.0
97.2 92.0
95.2 93.5
99.2 64.7
95.2 88.9
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under the intersystem condition. The C code was particularly low. To illustrate the 

significance of the findings, a Friedman two-way analysis of variance was used to 

test the difference between the various code percent agreement values. The differ

ences were significant,*^ (6) = 40.49, px^.OOl. While the C code was low, it 

and the other codes were well above chance agreement levels. The following chance 

agreement values will illustrate this point: BS = 22.4%, O = 18.1%, I = 22.7%, 

DI = 33.4%, C = 8.4%, and S = 15%.

Since the C code resulted in a low 64.7% agreement, the quality of three derived 

C code measures was evaluated. The three derived measures were the number of Cs 

per protocol, the number of chunks per protocol that contained at least one C code, 

and the mean number of Cs per chunk. Pearson correlation coefficients were computed 

between protocols used in the longitudinal study data pool and their matched intercoder- 

interobserver cases (different observers, different coders). To illustrate, consider the 

first derived measure, the number of Cs per protocol. The number of Cs for each of the 

13 data pool protocols were correlated with the number of Cs in the matched inter- 

coder-interobserver case. The results for each derived measure are shown in Table 7.

Correlation-Regression Results

A general pattern in the data was noted throughout the 13 weeks. As the com

plexity of the observational task increased, the structural agreement between proto

cols compared under the intersystem condition decreased. (Complexity was defined as 

the number of chunks per one-and-one-half-hour observation.) As the number of chunks 

increased, the observers and coders had to differentiate between more discrete be

havioral units. If the observational and coding tasks are viewed as second-by-second
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Table 7

Correlations Between Protocols Used in the Data Pool 
and Their Matched Intercoder-lnterobserver Cases

*p <.01

No. of Cs Per Protocol
No. of Chunks Per 
Protocol With Cs

Mean No. of Cs 
Per Chunk

* * *
.94 .88 .89
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decision making processes, the increased and diversified level of patient behavior 

resulted in additional decision points. To illustrate this phenomenon, a Pearson 

correlation coefficient was computed between the average number of seconds that 

agreed per intersystem protocol comparison and the average number of chunks per 

protocol. A large negative correlation was found, r = -.80, p -<(.01. This indicates 

a marked negative relationship between the number of chunks and percent agreement. 

During the 13-week data collection, the lowest percent agreement was 88.21%. This 

was computed between protocols that averaged 38 chunks per one-and-one-half-hour. 

The mean number of chunks per one-and-one-half-hour protocol, computed across the 

13 weeks, was 16.5. This indicated that even though the 38 chunk protocol was atyp

ical, and taxed the limits of the observational system, an acceptable level of agreement 

was still achieved (88.21%). Because of the significant correlation, it was possible 

to initiate a prediction strategy for estimating percent agreement on the basis of the 

number of chunks per observational period or for predicting the number of chunks on 

the basis of a known percent agreement. If an arbitrary percent agreement of 80% was 

set as the lowest acceptable level, how many chunks per one-and-one-half-hour 

protocol would be required to predict this agreement value? An answer to this question 

was estimated by writing a regression equation to predict the number of chunks given a 

percent agreement value. The regression equation computed with the 13 weeks of 

paired data is shown below:
A
Y=-.038 X+210 

where:
Y = predicted number of chunks 
X = given percent agreement value 

(transformed into the number of second of agreement) 
Syx = 5.01 (chunks)
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Given this equation, the number of chunks predicted at the 80% agreement 

level would be 45.84 per one-and-one-half-hour protocol.

A similar equation was also written for predicting percent agreement given the 

number of chunks per one-and-one-half-hour observation. This equation is shown 

below:
A
X = -16.5 Y +5364.71

where:
A
X = predicted percent agreement

(transformed into the number of seconds of agreement)

Y = given number of chunks

Sxy = 1.71 (minutes)

This equation would predict 84% agreement between two protocols averaging 

50 chunks per one-and-one-half-hour. The standard error of the estimate of X on Y 

was only 1.71 minutes or 1.9%.^

System Stability Phase

The protocol comparison strategy resulted in three comparison conditions. The 

first, intrasystem comparisons, assessed change in the system over time. Here, the 

same coders and observers generated the compared protocols. Therefore, the change 

was attributable to change within the system over time and was not due to variations 

between system components. The second, referred to as the diagonal comparison, was 

the most stringent. Protocols with different observers, different coders, and production 

at different times, were compared. Here change can be attributed to within and 
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between system change. The third, intersystem comparisons, represented intersystem 

differences at one particular time.

Structural Analysis

The mean percent agreement computed within each comparison condition is 

shown in Table 8. As can be seen, the differences between conditions are quite 

small. Since these comparisons were made between protocols generated from viewing 

a standard videotape, differences in observational complexity did not contribute to 

between-comparison differences. Therefore, it was appropriate to test the signifi

cance of the observed differences. A Friedman two-way analysis of variance was 

used. The differences were not significant,*^. = 3, p >.355. This suggests that 

differences between protocols are not so much a result of differences between ob

servers and coders, but result from error within individual observers and coders. This 

error rate does not seem to be highly influenced by time because the diagonal and 

intersystem conditions are almost identical.

Individual Code Analysis

Each individual code was evaluated within each of the three comparison condi

tions. The mean percent agreements per code under these conditions are shown in 

Table 9. The codes under each condition are all above the 90% agreement level, 

with the exception of the C code. These results are comparable to the agreement 

levels found in the inhospital phase of the study. The differences between codes 

under each condition were extremely small. A Friedman two-way analysis of vari

ance was used to show that the differences were not significant,^^ = .1806, 

p> .964.
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Mean Percent Agreement for Three Comparison 
Conditions: Structural Analysis

Intrasystem Diagonal Intersystem

84.92 80.11 80.97
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Mean Percent Agreement Per Code Under Three Comparison Conditions

Table 9

Code Intrasystem Diagonal Intersystem

BS 100
NBS 100
O 97.9
1 95.3
DI 99.4
C 70.9
S 92.7

100 99.4
100 100
97.7 98.3
97.7 94.4
98.2 100
68.5 71.8
94.2 93.3
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Number of Chunks (Complexify)

The mean number of chunks generated by observing and coding fhe video behav- 

iral sequence was 31.87. Two important findings dependent upon the number of 

chunks per protocol will be presented.

Time 1 - Time 2 Differences. The number of chunks is an often-reported derived 

measure. The results suggest a systematic change over the 90-day interval. In Table 

10, the number of chunks produced per observer are displayed for time 1 and time 2 

(end of 90-day interval). As can be seen, for all but one of the eight observers, there 

was an increase in the number of chunks per protocol. A binomial test shows that the 

difference is significant, p <.05.

Predicted percent agreement. The mean percent agreement (structural analysis) found 

in the inhospital phase of the study was higher than in the video portion of the study. 

One explanation is that the complexity of the behavioral sequences was different.

This probably was the case because the greatest mean number of chunks produced per 

protocol in the inhospital phase was 38. The mean number of chunks produced per 

protocol in the video phase was 31.87, but the video was only 55 minutes long, while 

the inhospital observations were always 90 minutes in duration. If the complexity 

of the video sequence had been held constant, but its duration increased to 90 minutes, 

the number of chunks per 90 minutes would have been 52.36. This is considerably 

higher than the inhospital values. The regression equation computed with the
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Table 10

Number of Chunks Per Observer at Time 1 
and at End of 90-Day Interval

Observer Time 1 Time 2

1 34 33
2 30 32
3 33 34
4 28 33
5 29 30
6 34 36
7 30 32
8 30 32
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inhospital data was used to estimate the percent agreement level expected when the 

number of chunks per 90-minute protocol equals 52.36. The equation predicted an 

agreement level of 83.34% with a 95% confidence interval of 79.61% - 87.07%. 

The mean percent agreement produced across the three comparison conditions was 

82%, this is very near the predicted mean and well within the 95% confidence 

interval.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The findings related fo the primary research objectives provide one way to summ

arize and state the implications of the study. The evaluation of important indices 

of reliability in the large-scale observational study with techniques that did not vio

late major methodological concerns represents the first area to be reviewed. There 

were also other findings that, while they supplement the major results, suggest impor

tant implications for obser/ational research. These findings suggest (a) some limits 

on the kinds of settings in which narrative methodologies can be used reliably and 

(b) point to other ways of using reliability information in the development and main

tenance of observational data systems. These concerns will conclude the chapter.

Evaluation of Important Indices of Reliability

The inhospital data (Intercoder-lntersystem Phase) and the information generated 

from the videotape (System Stability Phase) suggest that high reliabilities can be 

achieved with narrative observation procedures. This evaluation was made with a 

multidimensional approach that assessed intercoder, intersystem, interobserver, and 

intrasystem (stability) agreement. The quantitative measures could be also tested for 

significance; the data were collected randomly over 13 weeks and were, therefore, 

highly representative; and the one-and-one-half-hour observation pairings contri

buted to a minimally reactive data collection procedure that was representative of 
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the entire observational task. The design used in the Stability Phase also allowed 

for the assessment of possible higher agreement values resulting from paired observer 

information exchange.

Implications of the Structural Analysis

The demarcation and labeling of behavioral units (structural coding) was found 

to be a reliable procedure. The mean intercoder percent agreement across the 13 

weeks of inhospital data collection was 98.75, and when compared to the estimated 

chance percent agreement of 15.38, the result was clearly significant. The mean 

intersystem percent agreement was 94.31 and the difference between the intercoder 

and intersystem agreement values represents an estimate of interobserver error. 

This capability is important because if only intersystem agreement had been computed 

(as is often the case in data systems where the observing and coding function are not 

separate) the source of error could not be specified. The current data suggest that 

observer error contributes more to disagreement than coder error. This was high

lighted in the 10th week when the mean intercoder percent agreement was 96.15 

and the mean intersystem percent agreement was 88.21.

There was also indication that observer agreement was not influenced by reactive 

effects of being assessed. The one-and-one-half-hour observations were long enough 

so that attenuation in the effect would be expected as the observation continued. 

There was some indication of a reduction in agreement levels between the first, second, 

and third segments of the protocols, but the differences were small and confounded 

by the complexity of the observational task. The average first 10 minutes of protocol time 

were shown also to result in lower agreement than the second and third 10 minutes.
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Since the effects of reactivity to being tested would be particularly sensed during 

the opening observation time period, this result suggests minimal effects.

The results of the structural analysis in the Stability Phase of the study suggest 

some system drift over time, but the change was not greater than the intersystem or 

diagonal condition agreement. This implies that within-coder and within-observer 

differences contributed more to disagreement than between coder or between observer 

differences. If between coder and observer differences were the main contributor 

to disagreement, the intersystem and diagonal agreement would be expected to be much 

lower than the intrasystem agreement. The intrasystem agreement was greater than the 

intersystem and diagonal agreement, but the difference was small. The differences 

between the three conditions also did not seem to be highly influenced by time be

cause the diagonal and intersystem conditions were almost identical. Observers and 

coders seemed to change randomly as a function of repeating their respective tasks. 

If there was an interaction between change over time and differences between coders 

and observers, the diagonal agreement would be expected to be much lower. This 

did not occur.

The mean agreement found in the Stability Phase was within the predicted range, 

given the complexity of the behavioral sequence. One possible problem could be that 

this was an inflated value because observers and coders could remember what they had 

done during the first presentation of the material. It was hoped that the 90-day 

interval would limit that possibility. The participants also observed and coded regu

larly throughout the 90-day interval as members of the Longitudinal Project research 

staff. This could be viewed as a type of interference that made remembering much 
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more difficult. It is also important to note that in no instance after the study was 

completed did the participants report a reduction in task difficulty resulting from 

previous experience with the material.

The design permitted an assessment of the effect of using paired observers during 

the inhospital phase. It may have been possible for observers to monitor each other 

to the degree that they were exchanging information which could have resulted in higher 

agreement values. This was not a problem, however, since the observers viewed 

the videotape individually. Intersystem agreement in the Stability Phase was within 

the expected range and therefore comparable to the intersystem agreement generated 

during the inhospital phase. This tended to suggest, at worst, low levels of informa

tion exchange between observers. Also, observers in the hospital were not within 

audio range, were not in visual range at times, and were instructed to observe as 

independently as possible. The observational task was demanding and considerable 

concentration on the target patient was required, thus making information exchange 

very difficult.

Implications of the Individual Code Analysis

With the exception of the C code, each code under comparison conditions reached 

very high agreement levels that were well above chance agreement (this included 

data from both phases of the study). The differences between the various comparison 

conditions were quite small and not significant. This suggests that observers are able 

to produce enough information for reliable coding and coders do not change signifi

cantly ove'* time nor do they differ greatly between themselves. In the inhospital 

phase it was demonstrated that observer differences accounted for much of the error 
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in the designation of behavioral sequences or chunks (structural analysis assessment). 

Apparently, observers do introduce some error in terms of the specification of individ

ual codes, but this does not seem to be the major factor.

This was not the case, however, with the C code. During the inhospital phase, 

coders were able to produce extremely high intercoder agreement on the code (99.2%). 

But, the introduction of different observers resulted in an average value of 64.7%. 

Clearly, observers had difficulty hearing and/or seeing verbal exchanges. Since the 

C code was assessed with very stringent procedures, the current finding suggests 

that specific, fine-grained measures of conversational behavior are not of high qual

ity. But, certain derived measures of conversational behavior were found to reach 

acceptable agreement levels (e.g., number of Cs per protocol, number of chunks per 

protocol with Cs, and mean number of Cs per chunk). This points to a very interesting 

use of reliability data that will be discussed in the next section.

Generally, the results suggest a data system that is highly reliable. The agree

ment values were very high and the data system was very complex. These high agree

ment values were typically greater than those expected in other observation data 

systems (Johnson & Bolstad, 1973). One explanation is that by separating the obser

ving and coding functions, higher reliability is possible. This is an interesting and 

important possibility that needs further research.

Further Implications

A procedure for finding the limits or the kinds of settings in which this narrative 

methodology can be used reliably was tentatively established. There was a clear 
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relationship between the complexity of the observational task and structural inter

system agreement. Given the data used to construct the regression equation for 

predicting percent agreement, it was estimated that as the number of chunks per 

one-and-one-half-hour observation approached 50, the agreement level predicted 

was in the low 80% range. Since complexity was defined as the number of chunks 

per observation, it represented a measure of the diversity and tempo of activity. 

Settings in which behaviors change very rapidly may not be amenable to a similar 

narrative observation methodology. It may be that observers can process just so much 

information, and that there are clear perceptual limits. But, this implication is only 

tentative and a continuing effort to monitor this relationship is necessary. The corre

lational procedures just discussed, as well as the approaches used in the Intercoder- 

Intersystem phase of the study, are currently part of the Longitudinal Project. This 

represents a continuous, long-range monitoring process that is being used to main

tain and develop the data system. Each week, one one-and-one-half-hour time 

segment is randomly selected and the paired observation is made. After the agree

ment analyses have been computed, the information is fed back for the research team 

(this was not done during the original study). Typically, no more than one week is 

required to process the data and make it available. This feedback system has been 

found to stimulate coding and observation procedural discussions, and has pointed 

to troublesome codes. For example, ways of training observers to more readily per

ceive conversational behavior have been stressed.
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The data have suggested also a strategy for selecting measures of behavior. Since 

the reliability analysis was very fine grained, it was reasoned that when these strin

gent, molecular agreement values were high, various combinations could be made 

and derived scores reported. One example of this was the case of independent be

havior. A behavior was defined as independent when the patient instigated the be

havior (I code) and performed it without the direct involvement of others (O code). 

Since the structural agreement values were always high and the I and O codes were 

above 90% agreement, various combinations of these measures could be made. But, 

the procedure also made it possible to make decisions about more limited derived 

measures. When the C code agreement was found to be low when assessed very molec

ularly, a variety of less specific, molar derived measures were evaluated. The num

ver of Cs per protocol may not be as useful as more precise measures (e.g., number of 

Cs with a particular staff person in a specific setting), but it does convey a potenti

ally informative description of patient behavior. This strategy is somewhat different 

from approaches that define the measures on an a priori basis and then assess reliabil

ity. The current approach works with the raw data directly and can be used to make 

decisions about which measures are reliable. It may also be that different patients 

interact with the research methodology in different ways. There may be a patient 

with characteristics that make the observation of conversational behavior a much less 

difficult task. By continually monitoring the data per patient, this would be noted 

and for that patient more precise derived conversational measures could be used. 

The point is that the strategy offers flexibility and contributes to the development 

of the data system and does not evaluate simply the given measures.
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One last comment involves the issue of generalizability. The findings certainly 

will generalize to the Longitudinal project at TIRR, but the degree of generalization 

to other settings and other narrative observation systems is not known. The real hope 

is that the methods of evaluation generalize. "Behavioral scientists will be involved 

in the search for solutions and because methods generalize relatively easier than re

sults from situation to situation" (Zedeck & Blood, 1974) the problem solving proce

dures used should be applicable.
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1 A .When Y in the first equation is substituted for Y in the second equation, X will 
not equal the given value of X in the first equation. This occurs because the slope of 
the regression line for the X on Y equation differs from the slope of the Y on X equation.
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Training Guidelines
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TRAINING GUIDELINES

1. Always remember our goal—to generate continuous, first-hand, narrative accounts 

of the patient's behavior and enough of the context of the behavior to make it 

intelligible.

2. You are recording the behavior of a particular person—your target person. Losing 

that perspective will be easy when something else of interest is occurring, but 

this will result in a gap in the description of the behavior stream of your target 

patient.

3. Do not try to judge time in terms of elapsed time, i.e., how long something lasted. 

Rather, read clock time into the record often, in particular, whenever something 

in relation to the patient changes (starts, stops). If no activity is going on, or 

one, like sleeping, is continuing, make an entry to this effect every five min

utes (e.g., 6:05, Smith continues to sleep).

4. The larger context should be described in the record and its changes should be 

noted. It is especially important to characterize the context in terms of loca

tion, persons, props, and general level of activity. Do this particularly at the 

beginning of each observation shift. From then on, only note changes in the 

larger context (e.g.. Dr. Carter enters with his staff to make rounds. The tele

vision is turned off. The cafeteria is now crowded, etc.).

5. Your adverbial ascriptions, based upon the behavior occurrences, will add must 

to the usability and codability of the records. For example, the description, 

"He lifted them," is much less informative than, "He lifted them slowly and with 
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a great deal of apparent effort—as if he were barely able to do it." However, 

in using such adverbial amplification, be sure to focus on clearly observable 

"surface" characteristics of the behavior. Do not fall into the trap of using 

deep, inferential modifiers, such as "guiltily," "sadly," etc.

6. Conversation and verbalization will be a problem, (a) Whenever possible, record 

conversation verbatim, (b) When that is not possible, characterize the conver

sation in terms of content, e.g., "They continued talking about home visits."

(c) When neither of these is possible, perhaps because you cannot hear what is 

being said, at least refer to the conversational sequence in as much detail as 

possible, e.g., "Jones and Smith continue talking."

7. While your focus should always be upon the behavior of your target patient, 

his behavior stream will often involve the presence and behavior of other per

sons. If another person is directly involved with the patient, then the behavior 

of that environmental agent should be described in much the same way as the be

havior of the patient. Pay particular attention to the time when such a person 

enters or leaves.

8. When other persons are mentioned, use their category, e.g., nurse, doctor, vis

itor, wife, and give their actual names. If you do not know their names, ask the 

person (if you can do this without taking the focus off the patient) or get the 

names later.

9. If you get behind in recording, record actions and leave out your amplifications.

10. Whenever the patient's behavior is flowing in sequential "single file," try to use 

a new sentence to begin the description of each new action. When more than 
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one thing is occurring in his behavior stream at once, be sure that the simulta

neity is reflected in the record.

11. Finally, try to communicate so clearly that the typist and the coder can clearly 

understand what you are describing. To do this, plan ahead. Do not feel press

ured to keep going at any cost. Use pauses to think out what you are going to 

say.
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TRAINING PROCEDURES

I. General Philosophy

1. Practice each of the steps separately and repeatedly until an adequate 

level is reached.

2. After an orientation to the hospital, we will begin analytical work with 

videotapes of a patient. The final day involves an actual 15-minute 

dry run.

II. Specific Steps

1st Day---- Orientation to the hospital with short talks by someone from the

nursing staff, physical therapy, and occupational therapy.

Goals: (a) familiarization with the physical layout and staff of the hospital.

(b) to learn as many shortcuts for describing equipment and locations 

as possible. Also, try to learn to recognize staff by name and 

position.

(c) get used to being in the different behavior settings.

2nd Day---- Analytical training in observation using videotapes and recorders

and group feedback sessions. This will be a long session in which all obser

vers will both criticize and be criticized in an effort to achieve clear, 

behavior-centered reports.

Goals: (a) familiarization with the recording equipment.

(b) greater precision in observing and recording behaviors.

Emphases on: 1. What is happening.
—molar level—see sample protocol
—patient the focus—no gaps
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—mastery of some technical terms for location, 
technology and equipment. (Ward 3-Left, 
the Universal Exerciser, etc.)

2. When it Happens.
—when any change occurs, e.g., a new be

havior, or a change in rate of behavior, the 
arrival of a new person who is interacting 
with the patient, the arrival of new equip
ment, etc. It is very important to read 
the watch correctly:

—At 5:11-1/2 Jones leaves the ward.
—At 2:30-1/2 Orderly Smith arrives.
—Every five minutes when nothing is occurring, 

e.g., 5:05 a.m., Jones continues to sleep.

3. Where it Happens.
—Whole setting at beginning:

Jones is lying in bed watching TV. Several 
other patients are doing the same. Two 
patients are asleep. The ward is quiet at 
this moment.

—Any change of setting:
Jones is wheeled out of the ward, past the nursing 
station and down the hall.

4. With Whom it Happens.
—activity of all people directly involved with 

the patient
—name and category of each person involved 

with patient

(c) learning to pause long enough to order one's thoughts before 
talking.

3rd Day—-Practice observing in hospital; groups of two for feedback purposes.

Goals: (a) getting accustomed to the "observer" role

(b) learning to concentrate on the patient in the midst of distrac
tions

(c) getting the hospital used to having observers present
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(d) gradually sharpening up observation, using other member of 
team as critic

4th Day-—Full run-through of observation and editing in hospital setting.

Goals: (a) a 15-minute observation period in the hospital

(b) working and discussing with the typist as she types protocol

(c) working and discussing with editor the ways of making the 
tapes clearer

(d) example of full run-through:

1. Arrive 15-20 minutes early. Bring a watch 
with a second hand.

2. Check equipment. Set watch (call 222-7171). 
Check batteries. Check tape (empty, broken). 
Go to ward. Report in to head nurse. Get 
names of personnel from head nurse.

3. Check off goals of observing. Remember:
(a) clear protocol; (b) accurate, frequent 
time entries; and (c) control yourself and 
think.



APPENDIX B

Coding System: Definitions, Guidelines, and Conventions
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Coding System: Definitions, Guidelines, and Conventions

I. Focus

Assume that the protocol captures and describes, in a continuous manner, the 
ongoing experience-behavior stream of a patient, in which the major parts or chunks 
can be (a) something the patient does (in the active sense); (b) something that is done 
to, happens to, or is done with the patient; and (c) segments in which the patient is 
overtly idle or passive. The protocols are not well suited to detailed documentation 
of what others (staff, other patients, visitors) do, per se. Thus, focus is continually 
upon occurrences in the experience-behavior stream of the target patient. The presence 
of others and what they do will only serve the purpose of adding refinements and support
ing codes to the analysis of patient behavior.

II. Chunks

A. Given these assumptions, mark off the protocols in terms of behavior 
stream events, or chunks. A chunk is a molar occurrence in the behavior stream of the 
target patient that meets the following criteria.

(1) A chunk can be readily characterized (and, therefore, labeled) by a 
single principal activity, e.g.. Taking Medication, Using Bedpan, Being 
Bathed, Standing on Standing Board, Playing Chess, Waiting, Sitting in 
Wheelchair, Exercising Arms, Eating Lunch.

(2) A chunk's principal activity (a) begins at a clearly described starting 
point, (b) occurs over time (sometimes short) in a characteristic, regular 
manner, with essential supporting and accompanying activities (see Convention 
V-B) until (c) a clearly described stopping point, which may be signaled by
a goal achieved, a task finished, a tailing off of the principal activity, or 
an interruption.

(3) One absolutely necessary condition for marking a chunk is the direct 
involvement of the target patient. It must be one or more of the following: 
(a) something the target patient is doing; (b) something being done to
him; or (c) something being done with~Kim. On this criterion, no matter how 
detailed and flowery the observer's description of it, a conversation between 
two OTs (while the target patient is engrossed in working leather off to the 
side) would not be marked as a chunk, whereas, "Working on Leather" would 
be. In other words, the focus, the key to looking for and marking chunks 
is always the behavior stream of the target patient.

(4) Verbal behavior, or what is often called conversing, is never to be marked 
as a chunk no matter how deeply or extensively the target patient is involved.
(See IV-A below for coding of verbal interchanges.) Rather, during the time • 
that the patient is involved in verbal interchanges, be sure to chunk what he 
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is doing by way of nonverbal behavior, e.g.. Sitting in Wheelchair, Stand
ing on Standing Board, Transporting to OT.

(5) Things the patient is actually doing, whether idle or not, present little 
problem. Things that are done to him or with him should be coded as chunks 
only if they directly and immediately affect his body through bodily contact, 
the laying on of hands, or moving or jostling him, his clothing, or equipment 
on him (Be sure to see Convention V-A below).

(6) Several chunks can occur simultaneously, or overlap each other. For 
example, some of the following may overlap in various ways or occur simul
taneously: Being Bathed plus Listening to Records, Standing on Standing 
Board plus Reading, Being Irrigated plus Watching TV, Drinking Coke plus 
Studying Chart. '

(7) Assuming regular, continued occurrence of the principal activity through
out the period of the chunk does not necessarily mean that one specific be
havior is continuing without interruption throughout. A principal activity, 
and therefore, a chunk, may have fluctuations, variations, and complexities. 
For example, the principal activity, "Exercising Arms," can and probably 
will include resting in between, exchanging information, verbal feedback, 
modifying equipment, essential instructions, and perhaps other things (See 
V-B below).

B. The best procedure for chunking is to browse through an extended piece 
of the protocol (perhaps 3 or 4 pages at a time) and ask, in broad strokes, "What is 
happening here by way of principal activities?" or "How would I characterize this 
section in terms of molar, principal activities?" It is usually quite helpful if, during 
the browsing, you make shorthand notes, encircle names of persons and events, and 
make marks that will serve as cues in the process of chunking and rating. After this 
global browsing and marking, proceed to the actual marking of chunks.

C. Next, mark the actual chunks that occur in the section. Your orienta
tion toward chunking should be to mark off major, molar events in the patient's behavior 
and then to ask, "Why should I divide the sequence up any finer?", rather than to 
mark off tiny, molecular events and then ask, "Why should I combine any of these
into larger units?" The former orientation will help to avoid the proliferation of tiny 
events. After you are confident that the chunks are marked appropriately, proceed 
to attaching all accompanying codes to them. NOTE: Even though molar units of 
behavior often take longer than molecular ones, molarity is not defined by lapsed 
time. Some molar events can be quite short, e.g.. Combing Hair, Transferring from 
Mat to Wheelchair (especially by a late patient). Thus, molar units are defined by the 
trajectory, integrity, and continuity of principal activities and not by time.
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D. A chunk shall be marked on the protocol by short horizontal lines ex
tending to the lefhand margin. The two horizontal lines that mark the beginning 
and end of a chunk should then be connected by a continuous vertical line to form a 
major bracket to which chunk labels and refining codes will be attached. Whenever 
a chunk spans the change from one page to another, put an arrow on the vertical line 
at the bottom of one page and at the top of the next. Whenever a chunk continues 
beyond a page, write a part of the chunk label at the top of the subsequent page.

111. Chunk Codes

Next to the bracket for every chunk, write in the following items of refining 
and clarifying information. The format for this information is provided by a rubber 
stamp with blanks to be filled in as follows:

A. Behavior settings (BS). Enter three-digit code number(s) indicating the 
behavior setting(s) in which the chunk took place. If more than one setting is involved, 
list them sequentially, even if the same setting is involved twice. For example, if a 
patient (during one chunk) goes from Station 4 to Hallway and back to Station 4,
you should enter the three-digit codes for Station 4, Hollway, and Station 4 in sequence 
(Station 4 twice). If more than three are involved, list (a) the setting of origin (where 
the chunk started), (b) a principal middle setting (the major transitional setting of 
termination (where the chunk ended). Be sure to acquaint yourself with the TIRR 
Behavior Setting Survey, because the inclusion of areas within settings often does not 
correspond to architectural boundaries and sometimes violates common sense and in
tuition.

B. Number of behavior settings (N). Use a one-digit number to indicate 
the number of different settings involved in the chunk. For example, in the above 
case (Station 4 to Hallway to Station 4), the number of different settings is 2. "9" 
is used to indicate any amount over eight settings.

C. Chunk label (L). Write a label describing the principal activity of the 
chunk. Use your own wording, but make the label as informative as possible, though 
short. Do not use chunk classification codes here; these will be filled in independently.

D. Beginning time (B). Write in the chunk's beginning clock time, using 
six digits: two for hour (on the 24-hour, or military clock), two for minute, and two 
for second.

E. Ending time (E). Write in the chunk's ending time in a manner similar 
to beginning time.

F. Other persons directly involved in the principal activity of the chunk 
(O). The criterion for noting someone here shall be: If and only if he or she is clearly 
described as being directly and behaviorally involved in the principal activity of the
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particular chunk in question, e.g.., therapist conducting or helping with treatment. 
The code should be made in terms of categories of persons, using the prepared list that 
will be provided. For each category of persons directly involved, use a three-digit 
number. If more than one category of others is involved, enter the three-digit numbers 
in the appropriate places.

(1) In coding involvement by others, the requirement is not that a person 
be directly involved in the principal activity throughout the entire period 
of the chunk. Rather, you should ask, "Who, if anyone, was directly in
volved in the principal activity?", and code the categories of persons who 
were, e.g., type of person involved in Having Temperature Taken (even though 
that person only puts in and takes out the thermometer). By these criteria,
a person who brings a meal tray in and sets it down will not be coded O for 
the eating chunk unless he or she becomes directly involved in eating by 
helping with it.

(2) 290 (No others involved) is applied whenever a patient engages in a 
chunk without the direct involvement of anyone else. 300 (Cannot be Inferred 
or Irrelevant) is applied whenever (a) someone else is directly involved, but 
his classification cannot be inferred from the record or (b) the principal 
activity is some form of behavioral idleness. NOTE: Never use 010 
(patient himself) for an O code.

G. Who instigated or initiated the principal activity of the chunk (I). This 
refers to the person at whose initiative, instigation, or arrangement the principal 
activity started or got rolling. This code will be indicated by a three-digit number 
from the prepared list of categories of persons. If more than one category of persons 
instigated the chunk, enter them. NOTE: Chunks whose principal activities and 
labels center around behavioral idleness (e.g.. Watching, Lying in Bed, Sitting in 
Wheelchair, Waiting, Resting, Watching Passively) will always be scored "Cannot be 
Inferred or Irrelevant"—category 300—for this code. NOTE: 010 (patient himself) 
should be used for instigation when the patient instigates the activity.

H. Degree of involvement in the principal activity of the chunk by the 
target patient (DI).

Level 1. Active involvement. Apparently helping along or participating 
actively in the principal activity. The patient's degree of involvement 
will be coded at this level when he participates with apparent enthusiasm, 
gusto, or high expenditure of energy. When rating degree of involvement, 
it is important to envision a variable scale that characterizes the maximal de
gree of involvement or effort possible for different activities. Thus, for 
example, even though the patient's expenditure of energy might be lower 
while Playing Dominoes (moving pieces, etc.) than while submitting pass
ively to Having Arms Exercised (by a PT), he would be rated DI—1 for
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Playing Dominoes and DI-2 for Having Arms Exercised. The question of 
rating Level 1 versus Level 2 arises most often when someone else is direct
ly involved in the principal activity and arises less often when the patient is 
doing something alone. Sometimes it might help to note that the patient 
has instigated the activity when giving him Level 1. In any case, give a 
chunk this level when we have some clear, positive reason from the record 
to code it this way.

Level 2. Passive involvement. Apparently only cooperating in going along 
with the principal activity; it is being done to him and he is essentially 
passive; he is doing it with little apparent enthusiasm or gusto. Often, when 
the patient is doing or responding to something that someone else has phys
ically arranged or started, we will give it Level 2. NOTE: Whenever you 
cannot infer the degree of involvement and there is no indication of resis
tance by the patient, give the chunk Level 2.

Level 3. Resistance. Apparently offering some difficulty, active resistance, 
or strenuous complaint against the activity, even if he finally does part or 
all of it.

Level 4. Degree of involvement, as a code, is irrelevant. NOTE: Always 
apply Level 4 to chunks that involve some form of complete behavioral idle
ness as their principal activities.

In choosing a code for degree of involvement, apply the one that characterizes the 
patient's degree of involvement generally during the chunk. In a case that is equiv
ocal between Levels 1 and 2, apply Level 1. Use Level 3 only when the patient's 
participation is largely and consistently resistive.

I. SUMMARY: Be sure to use the zero digit in filling in all chunk codes 
(e.g., 101 for setting, 09-02-15 for time, 070 for other, 010 for instigation). You 
should enter material into eight places on the stamped format, leaving blank only 
the three-digit number code for classification of the chunk label.

IV. Marginal Codes

Two kinds of occurrences, which will not be part of the chunk codes, will 
be noted in the margin of the protocol when they occur.

A. Mutual verbal interchanges. If it is clear from the protocol that the 
target patient is involved in a mutual verbal interchange, indicate the occurrence 
in the margin.

(1) The criterion for indicating these events is that the patient actually be 
involved in a mutual exchange, with some back-and-forth, some give-and- 
take of verbalization. Such mutual exchanges may be very short.
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(2) Verbal interchanges are never coded as chunks.

(3) When a mutual verbal interchange occurs, indicate it in the margin 
with a capital C and a three-digit number for the kind of other person 
involved.

(4) Code C with each distinct type of other person only once per chunk. 
Thus, if during a given chunk (e.g.. Eating Lunch), the patient is involved 
in mutual verbal interchange with three nurses at one time or with three diff
erent nurses at three different times, you should code only one C(020).

(5) Within the span of a given chunk, enter a new C code and its three-digit 
number for each new type of other person with whom the patient engaged in
a mutual verbal interchange.

(6) Begin anew with the coding of Cs for each new chunk, even when a 
mutual interchange is obviously continuing from a previous behavioral chunk.

(7) Draw a line from each C code to the vertical line of each chunk to which 
the C is attached, (a) If a C occurs while two chunks are overlapping, draw 
lines from the C to both chunks, (b) If a C occurs during a gap between 
chunks, draw the line to the chunk that best locates the C by place and time.

B. Fleeting bits. If someone makes a short, fleeting incursion into the patient's 
behavior stream, code it in the margin, subject to the following criteria.

(1) It must be a behavioral, nonverbal bit in which the person does something 
that is clearly and positively directed to the patient's care, comfort, welfare, 
treatment, protection, or well-being, e.g., fluffs up patient's pillow and 
leaves, unbuttons patient's shirt that is too tight.

(2) Even though the event is very short, it must meet the same criteria of 
directness that apply to chunks in which someone does something to or for 
the patient (See Convention V-A below).

(3) Never code essential or necessary parts of chunks as bits. If you are 
considering coding a bit during a chunk, ask yourself whether the principal 
activity of the chunk would suffer, or be detracted from, if the bit had not 
occurred. If the answer is yes, you should probably not code the behavior 
in question as a separate bit, but consider it part of the ongoing chunk.

(4) Behavior of the target patient is never coded as a bit.

(5) Indicate a bit by writing an S in the margin, together with a three-
digit number indicating the type of other person involved in it; e.g., S(070). '
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If more than one kind of person is involved, enter a new S and the appro
priate three-digit number.

(6) Draw a line from each S code to the vertical line of the chunk during 
which the S occurs, (a) Never draw more than one line per S. If an S 
occurs while two chunks are overlapping, draw one line to the chunk that 
best locates the S by time and place, (b) If an S occurs during a gap between 
chunks, draw the line to the chunk that best locates the S by place and time.

C. Remember that it is easy to overlook C and S codes because they are not 
included in the rubber stamp format for chunks. Be vigilant in spotting and coding 
Cs and Ss.

V. Some Comments, Rules-of-Thumb, and Conventions

A, Chunking What is Done To or For the Patient. The problem here is that 
you often will be chunking what someone other than the patient is doing. When chunk
ing something that is being done to or for the patient, demarcate as chunks only those 
behaviors by others that immediately and directly affect or implicate the patient through 
(a) direct physical contact by touching his body or the clothing or equipment that is 
on him (not just connected to him); or (b) moving him or jostling him directly (not 
Indirectly, as in simply changing the orientation of the surface he is on); or (c) di
rect behavioral involvement with the patient when the patient participates in the 
principal activity.

(1) The major exceptions to condition (b) will be transports. Transferswill 
usually not be exceptions because the patient will be lifted, pushed, or 
pulled directly.

(2) Examples of events that will usually be chunked by these criteria are:

Having intravenous apparatus attached (condition a) 
Helping patient with a drink (condition c) 
Being bathed (conditions a and b) 
Being transferred (conditions a and b) 
Having bed clothes changed while patient is in the bed (conditions 
(a and b)
Having blood pressure checked (condition a) 
Being turned (conditions a and b) 
Having leg bag emptied or checked (condition a)

(3) Examples of events that will usually not be chunked by these criteria are:
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Someone cleaning up patient's bedside table
Someone emptying or checking the bed bag (the urine bag hanging 
on the bed frame)
Someone lowering or raising the bed (This will not be chunked when 
it occurs by itself. It might often be involved in preparation for 
and clean-up of transfers.)
Someone checking the IV bottle hanging on the stand, or changing 
its rate of flow
Someone bringing a meal tray and putting it by the patient

B. An Activity as a Reasonable or Essential Part of a Chunk. What might 
often appear as an activity distinct enough to be a separate chunk might not be. If 
a "new" activity is an essential part, an intrinsic part, of the principal activity of a 
chunk already marked, it should not be marked as a separate chunk, e.g.:

"Aide James shifts Joske and adjusts his hose." This is an essential part of 
the chunk. Being Bathed, in that James must do this to continue and finish 
the bath. Therefore, it is not marked separately from Being Bathed. Other 
examples: shifting and moving patients during the course of a treatment 
or exercise.

A principal, molar activity (and, therefore, a chunk) often includes a number of stops, 
starts, apparent changes in behavioral pace and orientation, and apparent changes of 
and sequential reciprocity of involvement. Within the general criterion of molar be
havioral trajectory and integrity of a principal activity, the inclusion of "reasonable, 
essential, supportive accompaniments" must often be construed quite broadly. In 
other words, when coding molar behavior one should not infer personal, psychological 
goals and intentions. At the same time, however, concepts such as the following 
can be helpful: (a) behavioral consistency, integrity, or trajectory toward some 
observable goal or end point; (b) normal behavior perspective (reasonable inference 
regarding what is involved in a behavioral act for a given person); (c) apparent goal 
directedness across the topography of an act, with reasonable fluctuation within the 
act. This should clear up many questions regarding when to mark extended activities 
as one chunk or more than one chunk when chunks subsume a number of ebbs, flows, 
and behavioral variations; e.g.. Exercising Arms includes many essential, suppor
tive activities that are part of it by this convention.

C. Labels for Chunks. The labels for chunks should be phrased from the 
perspective of the target patient at all times, with the "ing" verb form wherever poss
ible, e.g.. Being Bathed, Exercising Arms, Talking on Telephone, Lying in Bed, 
Sitting in Wheelchair, Having Temperature Taken, Eating Lunch in Cafeteria. Attach 
your own descriptive label and do not use category labels from the chunk classification 
system.
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D. Time Judgments. There are several sticky problems involved in judging 
beginning and ending time for chunks.

(1) When a chunk is judged to end at (just before) a time entry (e.g., 
04:21:15) and when the last time entry was some time earlier, be sure to give 
the chunk full time, which would be through the post possible time entry
if it were entered, or up to the crucial time entry (04:21:15). This will 
anchor many ending times of chunks.

(2) The bracketing of chunks will usually produce back-to-back chunks 
(chunk A will end at the point where chunk B will begin). At these times, 
the ending time for A will be the same as the beginning time for B.

(3) Chunks sometimes begin or end during the descriptive material for a 
single time entry, and therefore, there is no clear time available to anchor 
the beginning or ending. When only one end of a chunk is unanchored, assume 
you are randomizing error by using the midpoint between the time entry just 
before and the time entry just after the critical point as your anchor for time.

(4) When a chunk is judged to begin some time after one entry and end some 
time before the next, use the midpoint between the two time entries to estab
lish beginning time and use the second time entry to establish ending time.

(5) When you judge a chunk to be occurring (the event meets the criteria), 
but there is no clear description of its end, establish ending time by using the 
beginning time of the next chunk when the chunks occur in single file.
When the chunk in question (e.g.. Drinking Coke, Reading Magazine) is 
overlapping within another,much longer chunk (e.g.Standing on Standing 
Board), establish ending time for the chunk in question by ending it one 
minute after the last protocol reference to it.

E. Arbitrary Minimum Length of Chunks. In order to facilitate coding and 
avoid the accumulation of tiny chunks, an arbitrary minimum length of 15 seconds will 
be adopted. Thus, whenever the subtraction of beginning time from ending time for an 
event is 14 seconds or smaller, do not chunk the event, no matter how dramatic it is.

(1) Sometimes, when this rule eliminates an event, it will be meaningful 
to combine behaviors in new ways into chunks. For example, imagine a 
patient in Station 4 engaging in the following sequence of activities:
(a) Transporting to Frig; (b) Getting Orange Juice from Frig and (c) Trans
porting to Room. If (a) and (c) are 12 seconds each, you might possibly 
code the whole sequence as one chunk (Getting Orange Juice from Frig) 
and include the movements in it.
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(2) Often, no new meaningful combination of behaviors into chunks will be 
possible. In such a case, do not strain. Rather, simply leave unchunked 
and blank the span of material for the event that is too short.

(3) If an event is shorter than 15 seconds and meets the criteria of an S-bit, 
it may be coded as an S.

F. Chunks Involving Overt Idleness. There are many periods in the proto
cols during which the patients are behaviorally, overtly idle. Such occurrences should 
be marked as distinct chunks when and only when there is no other chunk occurring 
simultaneously. For example. Watching Passively, or Sitting in Wheelchair, will be 
marked as a distinct chunk only when, judging from the protocol, that is all the target 
patient is doing. If he is also Watching TV or Reading, Lying in Bed is not to be 
marked off. In other words, chunks whose principal activity is some form of gross 
motor idleness or absence of other molar behavior should be kept as a pure case. They 
represent a kind of residual case, the times when the patient's behavior stream has 
damped down to a level near zero. Thus, if the patient is idle for an extended period, 
he then engages in some other nonidle behavior coded as a chunk, and then goes back 
to being idle, do not code the other chunk as overlapping one long idle chunk.

G. Sleeping vs. Other Idle Periods. Sleeping cannot be coded reliably, so 
you should never code a Sleeping chunk. Rather, code some other form of idle function
ing; e.g.. Lying in Bed, Lying on Mats.

H. Codes Accompanying Idle Chunks. Since the principal activity of idle 
chunks represents our pure case of the patient's doing nothing overtly, it would involve 
quite an intellectual strain to make inferences regarding O, I, and DI codes. Thus, 
for all idle chunks, the O code will be "300" (Irrelevant), the I code will be "300" 
(Irrelevant), and the DI code will be "4" (Irrelevant). Labels, settings, and begin
ning and ending time should be supplied.

I. Idle vs. Fidgeting, Diddling, etc. The system ofchunk label classifi
cations (which is applied later) includes a distinction among (a) Idle-Horizontal, 
(b) Idle-Upright, and (c) Fooling Around, Diddling, Gross Motor Fidgeting.

(1) Idle-Horizontal and Idle-Upright will be used later to classify the usual 
and frequent forms of idleness; e.g., Lying in Bed, Lying in Bed and Looking 
Out of Window, Waiting, Sitting in Wheelchair in Hall. Attach such des
criptive labels to chunks in which the patient is essentially doing nothing in 
the gross motor sense, even if he shifts, changes position, or moves his limbs 
occasionally. Such movements are reasonable accompaniments of idleness. 
Attach your own descriptive labels and do not use "Idle-Horizontal" or "Idle- 
Upright."
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(2) If and only if the patient engages in relatively continuous and regular 
gross motor movements while located in one place, you should attach a chunk 
label that indicates something more than pure idleness; e.g.. Engaging in 
Fidgeting Movements, Fidgeting, Fooling Around, Moving Back and Forth, 
Moving Up and Down.

J. Use of Standing Board or Tiltboard. Since it is a formal, prescribed 
treatment, Standing on Standing Board will be a chunk, with the possibility of all the 
accompanying codes (O, I, DI), even though the patient is ostensibly idle.

(1) A number of activities (e.g., checking blood pressure, other monitor
ing functions) are typical and necessary accompaniments of Standing on 
Standing Board and, therefore, should not be chunked separately or as over
lapping. Furthermore, after the patient is lowered to the horizontal at the 
end of Standing Board, if someone checks his blood pressure or goes through 
a short monitoring sequence, include this in the Standing Board chunk if
it is not separated from Standing Board by another chunk. If it is separated 
by another chunk, chunk it separately, with a different chunk label.

(2) The clues to standing on the standing board are quite clear. Sometimes, 
usually in the occupational therapy room, patients will be involved in a 
prescribed progressive-sitting activity. You should be alert for this in order 
to chunk it. At these times, the patient will be a wheelchair, the back 
rest will be tilted back to some angle less than 90 degrees, and someone 
will probably check his blood pressure occasionally. When you chunk this 
activity, be sure not to chunk monitoring of blood pressure separately (see 
above).

(3) Degree of involvement for these activities will be 2 (passive).

K. Transfers, Transports, and Preparation for Them. We will code all 
transfers (from chair to bed, mat to chair, etc.) and transports (room to PT, OT to 
PT, etc.) as distinct chunks, even when it appears arbitrary to do so, for two reasons: 
(a) We want transfers and transports in the major code system, with all the accompany
ing information, (b) This should take care of most instances of change of location.

(1) When marking transfers, include the preparation for transfer and cleaning 
up of transfer (finishing) in the chunk, primarily to avoid proliferation of tiny 
chunks, and partly because these are activities that are closely tied in terms 
of purpose and proximity in space and time. However, when marking transports, 
mark the activity involved in preparing for transport separately as a chunk 
if there is any such preparation, primarily because it will occur in one loca
tion and the transport will evolve and end elsewhere. Since the latter two 
involve an emerging separation in location, and since we will summarize 
by locations, mark them separately.
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(2) Be alert for transfers that obviously occurred while the observer's visual 
access to the patient was cut off, e.g., while a room door was closed. For 
example, if a patient was in his wheelchair when the door closed, and he 
was in bed with the door reopened, you can safely infer that a transfer took 
place. In all such cases, code transfer arbitrarily and give it two minutes 
for length. It is easy to overlook such events, so be on the lookout for them.

(3) The system of chunk classifications to be applied later includes distinc
tions among (a) Transporting Within a Setting, (b) Transporting Between 
Settings, and (c) Apparently Aimless Wandering Around and Exploring.
Some movement events that might otherwise be chunked as (a) will probably 
be eliminated by the 15-second rule. Type (b) is quite self-explanatory.
One thing to remember when dealing with transports is that there might 
sometimes be more than one occurring in a movement sequence, e.g.. Trans
porting to Concession Area, Sitting in Wheelchair, Transporting to OT.
The last classification (type c) is not really a transporting event. In any 
case, apply descriptive labels to movement chunks in such a manner that the 
chunks can be classified later. Do not use the category labels to be applied 
later.

L. Gaps Between Chunks. Must you strain to fill a protocol with back-to- 
back chunks? The answer must be "no" for the following reasons: (a) It might happen 
that a gap (time period between two chunks) will yield nonchunk tallies (Cs and Ss).
(b) Sometimes the record simply will not give enough information to infer anything 
between the end of one chunk and the beginning of another, (c) Sometimes the 15- 
second rule for minimum length of chunks will produce gaps. Theoretically, however, 
chunking should be continuous and back-to-back, so your coding should ordinarily 
occur in this way.

M. Troublesome Grooming Activities and Personal Hygiene. Often a patient 
(especially one who does much for himself) will string several specific acts together, 
e.g., washing face, brushing teeth, combing, in such a way that it would make sense 
to code the whole sequence together as one Grooming or Personal Hygiene chunk. 
Follow these guidelines: (a) If the specific acts are actually clumped together in place 
and time, make them one chunk, with one label, (b) If the specific acts are separated 
either by gross place or by other, clearly different, activities, code separate chunks.

N. Chunks in Treatment and Nursing Care. When should you code a sequence 
in a treatment facility or on the ward as one or more chunks? (a) when the modality 
changes (arm exercises to leg exercises), code separate chunks in a treatment facility, 
(b) When the nursing modality (temperature to medication) changes, code separate 
chunks. Important clues in both cases are changes in (a) bodily modality, (b) props 
and equipment, and (c) instructions, rules of the game, and sequencing.
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O. Degree of Involvement in Watching TV. Watching TV will ordinarily be 
coded as a chunk. However, because of the passive nature of Watching TV, we will 
usually code its DI as being Level 2 (passive).

P. Listening to Radio. Just as the protocols do not include enough subtle 
information to discriminate between sleeping and other times when the patient is idle 
in bed, they do not include enough information to make reliable judgments of listening 
to the radio. Part of the problem here is that the auditory mode often involves no ob
servable cues, such as looking or changing orientation. Even though the protocol 
will sometimes refer to listening to radio or snapping fingers in time to radio music,
it is not possible to judge when listening begins and ends. Thus, do not chunk listening 
to radio. Rather, chunk what else the patient is engaged in.

Q. Using Telephone. In chunking the use of a telephone, deal with the 
nonverbal aspects of the activity.

(1) Do not code the person at the other end of the conversation as an O in 
the Telephoning chunk. If there is a mutual verbal interchange, indicate
it with a C in the margin. If you can classify the other person (as when the 
patient says, "Hi, Mom"), use the appropriate three-digit code number with 
the C. If you cannot, use 300 (Cannot be Inferred).

(2) Code as O only a person who is directly involved in the physical act of 
handling and using the phone, e.g., someone who holds the receiver while 
the patient talks.

(3) If someone brings the phone to the patient and says, "Phone call for 
you," code that person for I.

(4) Watch for patient instigation, e.g., asking for phone, which is brought 
in later by someone.

R. Occasional Dual Coding of Verbalizations. Sometimes, usually in formal, 
supervised exercises, verbal input and exchange is an essential accompaniment of the 
principal activity, i.e., the activity is organized and sequenced properly by essential 
verba! inputs and verbal feedback.

(1) In those rare cases in which such verbal staging, organizing, sequencing, 
and pacing of a principal activity is the only described involvement by some
one other than the target patient, you may use the verbal involvement to code 
that person as an O.
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(2) Ordinarily, the use of such verbalizations to code O should be restricted 
to formal exercises and then only if the protocol says clearly that the verba
lizations were used to organize, pace, and sequence the principal activity.
Thus, if the protocol says only, "They exchange a few comments," do not use 
this description of verbalizations to code an O.

(3) NOTE: If the protocol indicates that verbalizations leading you to
code an O also involved mutual interchange, code a marginal C as well as O.

S. Ambiguous Preparatory Activities. Never label a chunk "Preparing for
." Rather, label all chunks in terms of their principal activities. In some 

cases (e.g., between transporting and an exercise, or between transferring and an 
exercise), an extended patient activity might occur which. In some persons1 eyes, 
could be seen as preparation for a subsequent chunk, e.g.. Putting on Pads and Braces 
(between Transporting to PT and Walking on Parallel Bars), Putting on Equipment 
(between Transferring to Mats and Exercising Arms on Pulleys). When such activi
ties occur, proceed as follows:

(1) Think in terms of principal activities and determine whether the event 
meets the criteria of a chunk or whether it should be included in the pre
vious chunk or subsequent chunk.

(2) If the event seems to stand separately, then chunk it separately if
(a) the target patient does it alone or (b) all the other persons directly 
involved in it are different from the other persons directly involved in the 
subsequent chunk, or (c) it is separated from the chunk for which it is os
tensibly preparatoryTy another, interspersed chunk (e.g.. Lying on Mats, 
Sitting in Wheelchair). In other words, chunk it separately if it fulfills 
any of these three conditions.

(3) Even if the event seems to stand separately, always include it with the 
subsequent chunk for which it is ostensibly preparatory if (a) someone else 
is directly involved and (b) at least some of the other persons involved are 
the same in the two chunks and (c) it is not separated from the chunk for 
which it is ostensibily preparatory by another, interspersed chunk. In other 
words, include it in the subsequent chunk only if it fulfills all of these three 
conditions.

T. Ambiguous Tail-End Activities. At times, some activities at the transi
tion points of chunks will be ambiguous. For example, when someone unbuckles straps, 
fusses with clothing, and jostles and rearranges the patient's equipment at the end of
a standing board activity, it is sometimes difficult to decide whether these activities 
should be included in the standing board chunk or the transfer chunk, i.e., finishing 
Standing on Standing Board vs. Transferring (in the sense of getting ready to transfer).
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(1) When such activities can, in fact, be seen as the tail end of one chunk, 
include them in that chunk if they follow (are attached to) that chunk before 
a change to another chunk.

e.g., (a) Standing on Standing Board—(the activities in question)--
Lying on Standing Board
(b) Standing on Standing Board—(the activities in question)— 
Being Transferred to Wheelchair

In both cases, include the activities in the standing board chunk.

(2) When such activities are separated from the previous chunk by a new chunk, 
then include them in the later transfer chunk.

e.g.. Standing on Standing Board—Lying on Standing Board— 
(the activities in question)—Transferring to Wheelchair 

In this case, include the activities in the transfer chunk.

U. Ambiguous Movements and Changes of Location Between Exercises. By 
Convention V-N, separate chunks will be marked when the modality of exercises changes 
(Arms to legs, etc.). However, patients sometimes move around or are moved around 
between two types of exercise. Code such movements as separate chunks if (a) they 
involve changing location (across mats, to different spot on mats) and not simply turning 
over (turning from stomach to back or reversing position of head and feet) and (b) they 
occur between two distinctly different chunks. When an event meets these criteria
but does not exceed 14 seconds, always include it in the subsequent chunk. If the event 
does not exceed 14 seconds and the subsequent chunk is an idle chunk, drop the event 
in question completely.

V. Ambiguous Movements at the End of an Exercise Period. Patients will 
often move or be moved to the edge of the mats in PT at the end of an exercise period, 
as if preparing to transfer. Include such movements with the subsequent transfer chunk 
unless they are separated from it by another chunk, i.e.. Lying on Mats. If the event 
does not meet the 15-second rule in the latter case, drop it.

W. Events Behind Closed Doors or Curtains. Hopefully, observers will have 
asked someone or otherwise given some specification of what occurs behind closed doors 
or curtains. When no specification is given whatsoever, use the general context to 
make a reasonable assumption for chunking. In the ward, with ward staff behind the 
door or curtains, usually chunk "Receiving General Patient Care," or "Receiving 
Undetermined Patient Care." Under these circumstances, be sure to watch for trans
fers that obviously occur.
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X. Behaviors as Chunks vs. Intermittent Pieces. A few types of behavior 
can either occur with enough concerted continuity and integrity to be coded as chunks 
or occur as intermittent pieces widely dispersed over time and across other behaviors. 
For example. Drinking a Coke can occur in a relatively concerted, continuous fashion 
so that there will be no doubt about chunking it (even allowing for reasonable pauses 
and accompanying movements). On the other hand, occasional brief sips from a Coke 
can occur over an extended period of time across another activity or activities (e.g.. 
Playing Pool, Standing on Standing Board, Working on Leather, or even Sitting in 
Wheelchairand Looking Out of Window). In the latter case, chunking the Coke drink
ing will involve some strain. Examples of behavior about which such a problem can 
arise are drinking coffee, drinking Coke, eating peanuts, smoking a cigarette, eating 
potato chips. The problem with these behaviors is that, even though they can often 
occur as chunks, their pieces can sometimes occur intermittently during the principal 
activities of other chunks.

(1) If such a behavior meets the criteria of a chunk, then code it as a chunk. 
Allow for reasonable and necessary accompaniments, such os pauses and 
appropriate movements. If it does not meet the criteria of a chunk, do nothing 
with it.

(2) Here are some concepts or principles that might help in making the 
decision:

(a) Continuity, consistency, and integrity toward some end point 
in the ordinary behavior perspective. Just as chewing and swallow
ing one pickle is not Eating Lunch, so taking one sip, consuming 
two potato chips, or taking one puff (when done in isolation, during 
another chunk) are not Drinking Coke, Eating Chips, or Smoking
a Cigarette.

(b) Molar perspective. Ask what the patient is doing in the molar 
sense in the protocol section under question. If he is basically 
Transferring, Playing Pool, Sitting in Wheelchair, or Lying in 
Bed, and only occasionally (incidentally) taking a sip or consuming 
a mouthful, then chunk what he is doing in the molar sense and 
drop the fleeting,intermittent consummatory events.

(c) Single-object necessity and continuity. When you chunk 
drinking a Coke (or coffee), eating chips, or smoking a cigarette, 
it should be an event in which the patient, of necessity, consumes 
all or a major part of that specific item (i.e., that Coke, that 
cigarette) until some stopping point. Even though it appears some- 
what awkward to argue in this fashion, disconnected, highly inter
mittent sips, mouthfuls, and puffs could, in principle, each involve 
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different cups, different chip bags, and different cigarettes that 
were somehow placed around the environment. Whenever the separ
ate pieces of such a series could, in principle, involve new items, 
do not mark the series as a chunk.

(3) When such an event is chunked, someone else might often be coded as 
an O; e.g., someone else holding the cup for the drink, holding the cigarette 
for the smoking, or giving the chips or peanuts to the patient to eat. When 
an intermittent series of unchunked pieces of behavior occurs, someone else 
might still be directly involved in each. In that case, attach marginal 
S codes.
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CODE NUMBERS FOR TYPES OF PERSONS

*010 Patient himself Food Service Staff
151 Dietitian

Nurse 152 Other cafeteria staff (and menu lady)
021 RNS
022 RNC 160 Chaplain, priest, minister, rabbi
023 Head Nurse
024 Nursing Shift Supervisor 170 Vocational Counselor
025 RN, Graduate nurse
026 LVN 180 Lab and X-ray staff
027 Student Nurse

190 Dentist
Nursing Attendant (Aide)

031 NA (nurse aide) 200 Outside entertainer
032 TA (technical aide)
033 RNA (rehab nursing assistant) 210 Housekeeping

040 Transporter 220 Maintenance

Occupational Therapist 230 School teacher
051 Staff OT
052 Student OT 240 Misc. staff—e.g., medical photographer.
053 COTA business office personnel

Physical Therapy Secretarial & Managerial staff
061 Staff PT 251 OT secretary
062 Student PT 252 PT secretary
063 PT Aide 253 Nursing ward secretary & ward clerk

070 Other patient
254 Nursing unit manager
255 Other secretary

080 Doctor, MD (includes residents & 260 TWU personnel
consul tank)

270 Observer of target patient
090 Recreational Therapist

280 Other observer
Visitor

111 Husband or wife of target patient **290 No other persons involved
112 Other family member of target patient 300 Cannot be inferred or irrelevant
113 Other visitor

*May be used for instigation, but never for other.
**Used In the other code only.



(Coding, continued)

120 Volunteer 310 Dental assistant

130 Orthotist 320 Inhalation therapist

140 Social Worker 330 Cath Team

104
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1973 BEHAVIOR SETTINGS - MASTER LIST
Setting 

No. Setting Title Room^ Conventions

100 Series - Ward Areas

101 Station 1 A-119-124
102 Station II

(Respiratory Center and ICU) A-127-132, A-143-144 Includes hallway onl

103 Station III
(Spinal Cord Center) A-133-140

in cases where a 
patient moves from 
Station 11—L or II—R t
A-143-A-144, or 
vice versa

Always includes hall

104 Station IV
(Spinal Cord Center and other) B-102-108, B-lll

way and bathroom, 
and nurses station

Always includes hall

105 Station V

B-113-115, B-109 way and bathroom, 
and nurses station

Does not include
(Annex location only)

200 Series - Diagnostic and Treatment Areas

201 Dental Clinic C-138

B—108 and B-109 on 
Station IV, even 
though patients from 
Station V may stay 
there during the day

202 Outpatient Clinic C-145-146, C-153
203 Orthotics C-107, C-109-110
204 Vocational Workshop

205

206

(Performance Testing)
Vital Studies
(Cardiopulmonary Lab)
X-Ray Lab

D-139

C-142-144
C-154-155, C-157-159

(207)
208

Do Not Use This Code Number 
Medical Photography D-113-114

209 Cystoscopy C-139
210 CF Treatment Areas C-136-137
211 Surgical Suite A-lll-118
212 Inhalation Therapy A-126
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300 Series - Therapies

301 General PT Area D-115, D-120, D-122
302 Electrical Stimulation Rooms D-121-122
303 General OT Area D-105 Excludes driver

simulation, RT
304 OT Woodshop D-110
305 Driver Simulation Room D-105
306 Recreation Therapy Area D-106
307 ADL Kitchen (OT) D-108
308 Pediatric Area (OT) D-107, D-109
309 Hydrotherapy (PT) D-116-117

400 Series - Services

401 Komer Store Front Lobby
402 Snack and Waiting Area (also TV) A-154
403 Cafeteria A-148
404 Kitchen A-147
405 Pharmacy and Dispensary A-153 Two areas, separated 

by hallway

500 Series - Public Areas

501 Men's restrooms C-135, D-208, D-118
(502) Do Not Use This Code Number
503 Hallways Does not include hall

504
505

Elevator
Front Lobby

way areas in Stations 
III and IV, and may 
not include hallway 
area in Station 11 (se< 
Station II above)

Does not include

506 Women's restrooms

Korner Store or Recef 
tion Desk

A-101-104, C-134

507 Public telephone
D-207, D-119 
next to B—101

600 Series - Office and Administrative Areas

601 Office, Director of Patient Care 
(Dr. Carter) C-106

602 Office, Social Worker 
(Mrs. Bloom) C-125a

603 Business Offices C-117-121, C-127-130
604 Office, Director of Volunteers B-101
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600 Series (Continued)

605 Vocational Unit Secretarial Area 
and Driving Program Coordinator D-139

606 Reception Desk Front Lobby
607 Transportation Office Hallway
608 Office, Nurse Clinicians A-141

609 Office, SCU Administration A-141

610 Office, Director of TIRR C-102-104
611 Office, Physicians 

(Dr. Halstead & Dr. Meier) D-102
612 Office, Physician 

(Dr. Campos) C-122
613 Office, Physician 

(Dr. Pelesof) D-131
614 Office, Surgical Staff & Scoliosis 

(Dr. Harrington)
615 Office, Urologist C-140
616 Office, Respiratory Care Center 

(Dr. Harrison) C-150-152
618 Secretarial Office

(Dr. Halstead & Dr. Fuhrer) C-lll
619 Secretarial Office

(for Campos, Neurophysiology) D-lll
620 Office, Director of Social Services 

(Mr. Stock) C-124
621 Office, Social Worker 

(Mrs. Sal hoot) C-123
622 Office, Social Worker 

(Mrs. Beck) C-125b
623 Office, Social Wod<er 

(Mrs. Childress) C-126
624 Office, Social Worker 

(Mr. Hancock) C-132
625 Office, Social Worker 

(Mrs. Ghobrial) C-133
626 Office, Social Worker

(Mrs. Pendergraft, Mrs. Browder) C-147
627 Office, Social Worker 

(Ms. Collins) Clinic
628 Secretarial Office 

(for Social Services) C-131

A-141 is two rooms; 
see below
A-141 is two rooms; 
see above
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600 Series (Continued)

629 Office, Orthotist 
(Mr. Engen) C-108

630 Scheduling Office C-148
631 Office, Clinic Coordinator A-154
632 Nursing Offices A-108-110

633 Dietitian's Office A-145
634 Publications Office B-112
635 Fishbowl (PT)
636 Computer Applications Office D-125
637 Office, Texas Rehabilitation 

Commission (TRC) D-135
638 Secretarial Office

(for TRC) D-132
639 Office, Director of Vocational 

Unit (Mr. Poor) D-138
640 Office, Assistant Director of

Vocational Unit (Mr. Alfred) D-140
641 Office, Placement Counselor 

(Miss Delaney) D-139
642 Office, Vocational Counselor 

(Mrs. Watson) D-136
643 Office, Work Evaluator and 

Programmer (Ronald Vaughn 
and Robert Vaughn) D-139

644 Office, OT Director and 
Education Coordinator (Ms. 
Newsom and Ms. Harrison) D-105

645 Secretarial Office 
(for Mr. Lias) D-201

646 Office, Director of Research for 
Nursing (Ms. Cornell) D-203

647 Office, Director of PT 
(Dr. Johnson) D-202

648 Office, Coordinator of PT Clinical 
Program D-204

649 Office, Public and Professional 
Liaison (Mr. Tettamanti) D-205

650 Office, CF Research 
(Mr. Doggett) D-206

651 Psychometrist
(Ms. Murphy) D-B

652 Office, PT Education D-201

109

Does not include 
Nurse Clinicians1 
office
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1973 BEHAVIOR SETTINGS - MASTER LIST (continued)

600 Series (Continued)

653 Office, Physician 
(Dr. Grabois) D-130

654 Office, Physician 
(Dr. Segura) A006c

655 Office, Department of Physical 
Medicine D-129

656 Office, Director of Neurophysiology 
(Dr. Dimitrijevic) D-112

657 Library D-103
658 Office, Director of Administration 

(Mr. Lias) C-101
659 Office, Psychologist 

(Dr. Ware) 315 Speech & Hearing
660 Office, Director of Research 

(Dr. Fuhrer) C-114
661 Grants Management

(Mrs. Mechoulam) C-112
662 TIRR Personnel C-113
663 Doctors1 Lounge C-115-116
664 Nurses” Lounge A-105-106

700 Series - Recreation and Other (Recreation after TIRR office hours, but in the
hospital)

701 Schoolroom B-110
702 Evening and Weekend Recreation D-105-106
703 Hospital grounds
704 Meeting Room A-107
705 Bake Sale A-148
706 Sunday Morning Worship Service D-105
707 Work Tolerance Lab A-006b
708 Exercise Lab C-026
709 Neurophysiological Lob
710 Psychophysiological Lab C-017

800 Series - Extra-Hospital Settings

801 Trafficways Excludes parking are 
and driveways in imi 
diate hospital vicini

802
803
804
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CODE NUMBERS FOR BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES

01. Specific, Formal Treatment Procedures
Taking medication; Having IPPB treatment; Having bedsores treated;
Having dental work done; Receiving massage; Taking pills; Being ex
amined by doctors

02. Specific, Formal Measuring and Monitoring Procedures
Being weighed; Having temperature taken; Having blood pressure taken;
Having pulse taken; Measuring thighs; Being x-rayed

03. Management of Body Wastes (Bladder and Bowel)
Having leg bag emptied; Using bedpan; Being catheterized; Being irri
gated

04. Personal Grooming and Hygiene
Having hair brushed; Brushing teeth; Combing hair; Being bathed;
Cleaning glasses; Blowing nose
(Does not include events that are clearly practice or training for per
sonal hygiene.)

05. Dressing and Changing Clothes
Undressing; Having shirt changed; Changing clothes

06. Changing and Making Beds
Having sheets changed; Having bed changed; Adjusting bedding

07. Unspecified Patient Care Procedures
Receiving unspecified patient care
(Often used to classify activities that occur behind closed curtains)

08. Multiple Care

11. Hand, Wrist, or Finger Exercises
Doing hand and wrist exercises; Exercising fingers in PT, Squeezing sponge 
in OT; Weighted wrist exercis in OT

12. Upper Body Exercises (Arm, Neck, Shoulders, Chest)
Exercising shoulders; Exercising arms; Exercising neck; Doing push-ups

13. Sitting Up and Trunk Exercises
Exercising sitting unsupported; Being held in sitting position; Raising 
abdomen when lying on back; Doing sit-ups; Trying to balance as he 
sits on mats
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14. Leg and Foot Exercises
Having legs exercised; Exercising legs

15. Rolling Over Exercises
(A specific exercise; not a transition to a new exercise such as rolling 
over on mats and then exercising legs.)

16. Walking Exercises
Practicing with crutches; Working on parallel bars

17. Progressive Weight-Bearing Exercises (Standing board or special tilt chair)
Standing on tilt board; Standing on standing board; Sitting in tilt chair

18. Testing On and Manipulating Treatment-Related Objects
Working with small coke bottles in OT; Working with pegs and blocks 
in OT

19. Functional Working on Projects and Crafts
Doing leatherwork; Working macrame; Making purse 
(Need not occur in any particular setting.)

20. Practicing and Training for Activities of Daily Living
Typing, Writing; Housekeeping; Learning to shave. Learning to comb 
hair
(Usually in a therapy setting, only occasionally in ward.)

21. Driving
Driving simulation; Driving car
(Practicing getting in and out of car would be a transfer chunk.)

22. Exercising in Hydrotherapy

25. Putting On, Changing, Rearranging, Adjusting Special Assistive Equipment
Having corset put on; Removing orthosis; Having splints put on; Having 
webbing put under and around patient
(In some cases wheelchair could be included here.)

26. Measuring for and Choosing Specialized Equipment
Having measurements taken for a wheelchair; Having orthoses fitted. 
Being measured for corset
(Having thighs measured is a measuring and monitoring procedure and does 
not belong here.)

27. Getting, Looking for. Retrieving, or Putting Away Specific Items (for Use or 
Consumption)
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Getting coke; Putting toilet orticles away; Getting radio; Getting 
orange juice from refrigerator; Choosing and getting records out 
(Going through cafeteria line is included here)

28. Manipulating or Adjusting Minor Parts of the Immediate Environment
Straightening up bedside table; Straightening up room; Adjusting TV; 
Wiping table top
(Not getting items for use or consuption)

29. Body Positioning
Being repositioned in bed; Having position changed; Being turned;
Adjusting position on on mats; Changing position; Adjusting position 
on tilt board
(This can be on mat, standing board, bed, wheelchair. Someone else 
raising or lowering bed cannot be a principal activity so should not be 
chunked as body positioning)

30. Studying, Checking, and Marking Menus, Charts, Schedules and Other Forms
Marking menu; Checking menu; Filling out insurance form
(Do not include simply listening and responding verbally to someone 
else's presentation of the material on the form.)

31. Formal Education (Schooling)
Having History lesson

35. Transporting Between Settings
(Traverses into a new setting, even if he comes back into the original 
setting.)

36. Transporting Within a Setting
(Remains within the boundaries of a setting. Be sure to check on the
application of the 15-second rule.)

37. Apparently Aimless Wandering Around and Exploring
Wheeling around. Wandering around
(Must involve physical movement around the hospital environment. This 
could happen within a setting.)

38. Transferring (from one surface support to another).
Transfer from chair to mat; Transfer from tilt board to chair
(This includes practicing transfers, e.g., getting in and out of car.)

40. Idle-Horizontal
Lying in bed; Lying on the mats; Waiting on mats
(Idle on what is ordinarlily a horizontal surface, even if it is cranked up 
to a more upright position.)
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41. Idle-Upright
Sitting in his wheelchair; Sitting and looking out window; Waiting 
in wheelchair
(Idle on what is ordinarily an upright surface or idle standing.)

42. Fooling Around, Diddling, Gross Motor Fidgeting
(a) Webster—to diddle: "To move jerkily up and down, or back and 
forth."
(b) Not just highly intermitten movement. Must be fairly active. Be 

careful not to put idel chunks here.
(c) Nonverbal behaviors only.
(d) Patient must stay in essentially the same location.

43. Horseplay and Teasing
Hiding crutches; Wrestling with PT; Sabotaging a wheelchair; Having 
a shaving cream fight
(a) Prop-inappropriate playing behaviors
(b) Nonverbal behaviors only. Verbal teasing does not get placed here.
(c) Usually, another person or some object is the target

45. Passive Recreational Activity (Watching, listening—being engaged by, in, or 
with something while idle in the gross behavioral sense.)

Reading; Watching TV

46. Active Recreational Activity (Direct, participatory,behavioral involvement)
Playing cards; Reading magazine; Playing pool; Displaying pictures 
to friend; Writing letters and notes 
(Not OT writing practice)

47. Telephoning (Placing or Receiving Call)
Talking on telephone
(Does not include having phone brought and taken away.)

48. Eating a Scheduled Meal (breakfast, lunch, dinner)
Easting breakfast; Eating lunch; Eating dinner

49. Brief Nourishment or Snack-Type Activities
Drinking coke; Drinking water; Easting snack

55. Miscellaneous
Participating in laboratory experiment


